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I. FOREWORD

The Oak Ridge National Laborauory Civil Defense Research Project,

jointly sponsored by the Department of Defense and the Atomic Energy

Commission, has been in existence for approximately eighteen mornhs.

It consists of an interdisciplinary study of the problems of advanced

civil defense systems which might be chosen for installation during the

1970's. During the first nine months of the project, the research was

'irected toward three objectives: the feasibility of urban blast shelters;

the interaction of active and pass ve defense; and the sociological prob-

lems associated with substantially expanded civil and ballistic-missile

defense systpms. A progress report containing the results of these initial

studies was prepared by the then project director, Eugene P. Wigner.

The research program was reoriented in July 1965 toward the study

in more detnil of nine topics, eight of which are described in this re-

port and its classified supplement. These subject categories, in order

of their appearance in the progress report, are an investigation of post-

attack food production (Chapters I and 2); a study of the special problems

of ventilation using warm humid air (Chapters 3 and 4); the possible

effectiveness of biolcgical agents against a sheltered population (Chapter 5);

the social and psychological constraints on expanded civil defense pro-

grams (Chapters 6, 7, 8, and 9); the interaction of blast waves with

tunnels and entranceways (Chapter 10), the effects of mass fires on blast

shelters (Chapter l1); the feasib~lity of advanced protective systems

with dual use in crowded urban areas, with a special emphasis on economic

factors (Chapter 12); ani the comparative effectiveness of active and

passive defense and the status of active defense system desif5,n (Chapters

3.1 and 14).

tu~erse P. Wigner, Qyia De *mW.be~!

-4rch 2 oNL-TH-1120 (April !0o, 1965) C identi).
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The ninth subject, the special varning and conmmunications requirements

of a tunnel-grid shelter system, is under joint study by members of the

ORL Civil Defense Research Project and the System Development Corporation,

Santa Monics, California. Since intensive study %. the requirements for

a 25-square-mile area of Detroit was begun in February 1966, a progress

report is not being included at this time in anticipation cf a topical

report in September 1966.

The eight topics reported here form parts cf a broad framework de-

fining a complete advanced civil Oefense system. They represent a portion

of the are% of uncertainty in the design of such a system. To illustrate

their relationship to the whole, a series of problems and comments or

partial solutions related to the effectivei.ss of advanced civil defense

is listed below, following the arrangement of the chapters in this report.

1. Problem: By meaiz of advanced cliuil defense systems, the government

may choose to provide shelter for all citizens, with the greatest protection

in the areas of greatest risk (i.e., in ý'target" areas). Admittedly, many

more lives could be saved at a given attack level than by the present system.

But would not the extra survivors merely compete for the inadequate food,

increasing the probability of widespread &tarvation and a&narchy?

Comment: Adequacy of poststtac, food depends on three factors:

the ratio of food survival to human survival, the location of surviving

food resources, and vhe rate of resmption of food production. The de-

sign of protective systems increasing human survival must be accompanied

by the examination of the size and location of present food stocks and

the trends in accumulation or depletion under present policies, as a

first step toward the establiahrent of the requirements for a consistent

federal defense policy. (Note that "defenhe" here means emergency pre-

paredness activities ty all federal agencies, not Just the Defense Depart-

sent.) The beginning of such an examination is contained in Mhapters 1

wno 2.

2. Problem. If a program of national shelter construction vere

undertaken on a gradual bais (perhaps over a ten-year period), there

would obviously be a shelter deficit during this extended period which
could result in the emergency use of overcrowded tr poorly ventilated

_4I
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•:r's. Are thr. iriexpensive ways to provide large flou of ventilatin;,
',ir fcr TJhefters? And can these large flows be used to cool shelters

without mechnicA•cl refrigeration when the outside air is 'arm and humid?

Comment: As described in Chapters 3 and 4, venti lation flows as

larjce a-s 50 cfm per person may provide adequate cooling even when effective

*.emiper.tures exceed 650 F. Such flow rates can be established at low human

"hcorsepower" requirements by the use of a new "punkah" air pump.

3. Problem: Improvements in the protection of people against the

effects of nuclear weapons might induce an enemy to shift to diff~e:ent

weap!ris of mass destruction, perhaps biological. Wouldn't such a shift

negate civil defense?

Comment: Biological weapons can be formidable, but, as described

in Chapter 5 in the classified supplement to this report, defense pro-

cedures are available which can substantially reduce their effectiveness.

4. Problem: If the United 3tates were to install new strategic de-

fense systems (ballistic missile and/or advanced civil defense), might not

the reaction of foreign governments be to build up their offensive capa-

bility and maintain the same offense/defense disparity which exists today?

Comment: Although political response is obviously not as pre-

dictable as the response of structures, many sociological factors can ana

should be taken into consideration to minimize the probability of adverse

foreign reactions to new defense programs. Such factors %re discussed in

Chapter 6.

5. Problem: It is easy to recall periods during which civil defense

was a topic of interest, but now it is rarely discussed in the papers or

in ordinary conversation. Aren't Americans opposed to civil defense and

isn't research on it a waste of time?

Comment: Public opinion polls have shown a generally favorable

U. S. public opinion toward civil defense for many years, but little is

known about the. relationship between defense attitudes and such factors

as world event:, educational level, specific knowledge concerning defense

captibilities and level of threat, and attitudes on other issues. The

wrl. (lescribed in Chapter 7 is aimed at an improved understanding of
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putlic opinion on national security issues from which may emerge improve-

ments in thc evaluation, selection, and implementation of civil defense

policies.

6. Problem: Most of us do not spend much time worrying about situ-

ationa described in movies like "Dr. Strangelove." How can we expect

public officials at all. leve•i3 of government to dilute their efforts in

their main areas of responsibility and place much emphasis on. emergency

planning?

Comment: A significant change In the priorities of top govern-

ment officials may be oij. requirement before many local officials take

civil defense planning seriously. A theoretical discussion cf the re-

sponse of officials to future threat and a recently completed case studly,

both designed to improve our understanding of the emergency planning

process, aro presented in Chapters 8 and 9.

7. Problem: Most present civil defense shelters are for protection

from fallout radiation rather than blast and fire. Are the properties of

blast waves from megaton weapons well enough understood to allow for

blast shelter design? And if tunnels were used for blast shelters,

wouldn't a fai] 4.'e at any point expose the entire tunnel to lathal blast

waves?

Comment: Data in the unclassified report "The Effects of Nuclear

Weaponsti are sufficient to permit the design of blast shelters, although

certein improvements in the data may be made. The special blast trans-

mission problems introduced by tunnels can be solied by, among others,

..he methods described in Chapter 10.

8. Prcbleri: Even if blast protection is adequate, mass fires may

form over large urban areau. *ouldn't the heat and carbon monoxide of

these fires make blast shelters uninhabitable?

Comment: Although the question is difficu!t and has by no means

been completely answered, experimental evidence and actual experience with

mass urban fires soggest that satisfactory air can generally be obtained,

provided metabolic heat can be removed during the fire. Chapter 11 dis-

cusses this pro'flem.

I 
.
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9. Problem: Won't the pressure to reunite families prevent separated

members from taking shelter at the time of a threatened attack?

Comment: One possible answer to this question is to provide an

interconnected system which will allow immediate shelter-taking followed

by slover reunion. Another advantage of the system is the potential dual

use of urban tunnels. Chapter 12 first explores the feasibility of a single-

use tunnel-grid shelter tn a section of Detroit and then discusses the

potential of similar systems for peacetime as well as emergency use.

L0. Problem: Can ballistic missile defense eliminate the need for

civil. defense? A

Comment: According to Secretary McNamara in his Congressional

testimony on February 14, 1966, a decision to install ballistic missile

defense must be accompanied by a decision o provide at least fallout

protection for all U. S. citizens. The connection between the two systems

is bksed on the assumption that a city protected by ballistic missile de-

fense could be indirectly attacked from upwind by fallout created by a

ground-burst nuclear weapon. Advanced civil defense systems which offer

significant protection from the direct as well as indirect effects of

nucl.ar weapons would of course answer these same requirements and several

others. For example, the nresence of an active defense may encourage

enemy airbursts as contrasted with groundbursts within the defended area,

since a decrease in engagement time probably also decreases intercept

probability. Such bursts would increase the relative hazard of direct

versus indirect weapon effects but would offer the opportunity for a very

high degrr.e of passive protection even at the center of a target. By way

of illustrPtion, a 1-MT weapon exploded above 5000 feet or a 10-MT weapon

above 11,000 feet produces peak blest pressures of 100 psi at ground zero,

for which satisfactory urban shelter designs can probably be achieved.

Certain classified aspects of the comparative and combined effectiveness

of active and passive defense are discussed in the final two chapters.

(These chapters are contained in the classified supplement.)

J. C. Bresee
Project Director

TN



BIOMbDICAL ASPECTS OF CIVIL DMN"EE

':'Chapter 1. United States Food Supplies--Livestock

X. C. Bell

An assessment of present and postattack food resources shows that
livestock is our most important source of protein, supplying 2/3 of that

presently consumed in the United States. While livestock normally have

less protection from nuclear attack than humans, their location, generally

away from densely- populated areas, gives them a greater likelihood of

survival in a mixed attack against military targets and industrial areas
under preser~t civil defense protection systems. Yet an expanded shelter

program could reverse the situation, especially with the current trend

of concentrating livestock during feeding and marketing. Transportation

by truck and rail plays an important role in moving both livestock products

to consumers and livestock feed into deficit areas. Though vulnerable

to radioactivity, livestock are good protectors against fallout radio-

nuclides in human food. While varying amounts of the radionuclides of

iodine, strontium, and cesium may be present in animal products, there

are effective techniques for removing these from food.

Chapter 2. United States Food Supplies--Grains

A. F. Shinn

The national grain situation with respect to food stocks, agricultural
production, and present consumption is being explored. Retearch includes:

a delineation of current trends in agriculture and their implications

for civil defense; estimates of the vulnerability of food stocks and crops

and methods and means of producing and processing them; assessment of

damage to these resources from postulated attacks; and determination of

the timing for resumption of normal food production and processing fol-

loving attack. Conclusions from previous studies indicate: (1) that a

severe shortage of either foodstuffs or processed foods is unlikely since

7fA
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fYo) will survive roughly in proportion to the population; (2) that the

probable bottleneck in supplying food is transportation, which depends in

turn on petroleum (although the size of this problem depends on the average

distance between stored food and the consumer, which could probably be sub-

stantially modified from the present situation without greatly increasing

the vulnerability of the food); and (3) that a relatively greater percentage

of the rural than uf the urban population will survive. Since Congress has

not granted legal authority to the USDA to establish a stockpile of food,

the stocks acquired under price support by Consumer Credit Corporation have

in essence served as the U. S. food reserves. The geographic location of

stocks has been determined largely by the economy of storage with little

consideration of defense needs. Grain storage in 1959 was widely dispersed

and therefore relatively invulnerable to attack. However, with the current

trend toward a steadily decreasing number of grain elevators, if our largest

storage facilities become the major points of storage, our food vulnerability

-will increase. Since livestock, which provides about 66% of the protein in

our diet, is vulnerable to attack, alternate sources of protein are being

considered. A mixture of soy beans and grains (or the culture of fresh

water fish) offers the most promise to date.

Chapter 3. Physiology of Heat Stress

C. H. Kearny

Physiological experiments were conducted at the University of Indiana

to determine the effectiveness of (1) different combinations of high
temperatures, relative humidities, and air velocities in maintaining a

habitable shelter environment; and (2) a manually operated three-foot

punkah-type overhead fan in producing these air velocities. Effective-

ness, in turn, was determined by recording rectal and skin temperatures,

respiratory volume, and water losses of the subjects. Results of the
0 tests indicate that fanning a shelter occupant is of secondary importance

to cooling a shelter occupant as long as a minimum requirement for air

makeup and drinking water are met and as long as air is c..rculated suf-

ficiently within the shelter so as essentially to equalize effective

temperatures throughout, with the effective temperatures not rising much

above ET 850P; however, the punkah fan increases comfort and reduces

h)

----
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tenerature layering, thereby reducing the temperature stresses on in-

dividuals in upper bunks. At ET 85 F evaporative water consumption per

person wae at a rate of about four quarts a day without fanning as compared

to about six quarts a day with fanning at a velocity of 75 fpm and with

hotter air brought down from near the ceiling. The fall and rise in sweating

rate was directly associated with sleeping and wakefulness. Only with an

XT of 850F was the beneficial effect of fanning shelter occupants obvious.

In contrast, at 1040 dry bulb temperature and RH 70% (ET 96 0F) within the

shelter, increased air velocities produced by fanning were disadvantageous

because the convective heat gains vere greater than the increased evapor-

ative heat losses resulting from the higher air velocities.

The Appendix illustrates how fundamental principles of heat and mass

transfer can be used to estimate the cooling characteristics of wet

cylinders and thereby to provide a basis for studying the ventilation

requirements for cooling people in blast shelters. The importance of the

wet bulb temperature of the ambient air in the case of forced convection

is demonstrated.

Chapter 4. Status of Punkah-Pump Tests at Fort Belvoir

C. H. Kearny

In connection with bhelter habitability studies, punkah-pump tests

were conducted at the Protective Structures Development Center with two

obJectives: (1) to observe the performance of a six-foot punkah-pump

ised as the prime air-moving device for a shelter, moving outside air

through the shelter, and (2) to test other punkah-pumps as means of dis-

tributing air within and through a shelter and thus reducing longitudinal

temperature gradients. A six-foot punkah-pump was placed in one of two

doorways of a basement shelter and powered by a mechanical dr4 ve which

simulated efficient manual operation of a punkah-pump used as an exhaust

pump. The design of the punkah-pump, in contrast to that of conventional

fans and blowers, takes advantage of the large available openings (such

as 'oorways and stairways) found in typical fallout shelters. When side

baffles or "wings" are fixed close to the lateral sides of the punkah-

pump frame and parallel to them, they increase the pump's delivery caps-

bility but usually are not essential for adequate ventilation. With side

S-
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baffles on both inlet and exhaust sides, the punkah requires less than

0.05 horsepower to pump 4600 cf'm; this is only a small fraction of the

horsepower needed by conventional fans to pump an equal volume of air

through the shelter. To make the punkah-pump adaptable to changes in

wind direction outside the shelter, it is recommended that it be made

operable by both push-poles and pull-cords so that the direction in which

it moves the air can be reversed in situ. From the standpoint both of

economy and of amount of air that one man can force through a shelter by

use of a punkab-pump, this type ventilating device appears to be superior

to a manually powered rotary ventilating pump.

Chapter 5. The Biological Warfare Tnreat to a

Sheltered Population

C. V. Chester 0

(Reported in Part II*)

SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CIVIL DEFENE

Chapter 6. Strategic Interaction
Davis B. 1.obrow

Political and psychological variables, as well as technical find

economic consideraticns, enter into viewpoints about continental defense

systems, the adoption process of such systems, and cost/effectiveness

analyses of them. Diffcrent fcrclgn elite- -nd clcmcnts of the !ncricdn

public do not react identically to p6ssible U. S. defense decisions.

Further, the political and psychological factors which influence their

responses have not been expressed with sufficient precision Lo be handled

analytically. This project seeks to make explicit the political and

psychologic.l assumptions which operate implicitly to affect the attitudes

toward continental defense systems of important foreign elit es wtd of the
American public. While the initial research involves alternate theories

Annual Progress Report Civil Defense Research Project March i96-Mareh
~Part IT ORNL-T14-1531 (Secret7 -
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and approaches, it has been conducted according to a common set of cri-

terta: (a) explicit relevance to the adoption processes of defense systems;

(b) testability of findings; and (c) narrowing as soon as possible the

number of specific inquiries to those with the most promise. Two important

relationships central to this study are (1) the relation between the need

for passive defense systems and the credibility of our deterrence -olicy,

and (2) the relationship between the American public response to passive

defense systems and the credibility of such systems. The research team

of social scientists attempts to compare the psychological and political

implications of four bypothetical active/passive defense postures (ranging

from unilateral public freeze and arm reduction to massive active and

passive defense buildup) at two points in time--adoption announcement and

operational deployment.

Chapter 7. Dynamics of American National Security Attitudes

Davis B. Bobrow

The dynamics of American security attitudes are investigated through

secondary analysis of over 100 national surveys conducted since the use

of atomic weapons against Japan. [By "dynamics of American security atti-

tudes," we mean (1) the components and relationships of national security

beliefs of a cros3 section of the American population at one point in

time and over the period 19i5-1964; (2) the factors associated with and

inferred to be responwible for (1); and (3) the projections of the com-

ponents and relationships of security beliefs into the future.] This

chapter deals with the reasons for the project and the tasks completed in

transforming the old surveys into a data collection capable of analysis.

The fruitfulness of the project depends on the assumptions that (1) Amerl-

can natic-nal security attitudes are relevant to U. S. defense policy;

(2) certain types of analyses of U. S. national security attitudes are

particularly powerful for evalaating selecting, and implementing defense

policies; (3) previous public opinion surveys are appropriate data sources

for these analyses. The survey material (questionnaires, codebooks, and

response data) was assembled and a systeto designed to implement and manage

it. This system, labeled RAP.ID, allows for the retention of the complete

quest on text and response categories and compiles survey voluaes and

- •



indexes. The application of RAPID necessitated five tasks, which involved

113 surveys containing over 7000 question-answer units administered to

well over 100,000 respondents. These tasks included producing a question

package, a data package, and a support package; integrating these three

packages; and assembling the master output. To handle this enormous quan-

tity of data involved extensive and innovative use of computers. A compu-

ter manipulable events chronology for the period covered by the survey was

assembled so that attitude sensitivity to different domestic and inter-

"national contexts could be studied. The chronology contains all events

listed in the World Almanac volume for each year, abstracted and placed

in 26 categories. The categorized chronology was compared with the summary

section of the New York Times "Year in Review" to check on the inclusion

of major events.

Chapter 8. Determinants of Influentials' Responses to
Communications About a Negative Contingency

Sue Berryman Bobrow

The purpose of this study is to describe and explain the responses of

influentials to possible nuclear threat within the context of their usual

resepnses to possible future catastrophes which come to their attention.

This chapter is primarily concerned with progress toward an analytic system

through which data may be economically and fruitfully gathered and analyzed.

Since the events admissible for the study are restricted to that class called

negative contingencies, the attributes which an event must have to fall into

this category are delineated. In order to consider an influential's response

to such an event it is necessary to know (1) how the threat is verbalised to

the decision maker (the independent variable); (2) vby he responds the way.

he does (the intervening variable); and (1) what responses he makes (the

dependent variable). These three variables are explained in detail with

a list of the possible kinds of responses which are to be considered and

a list of the possible reasons for these responses. An exaqple is given

to show how these variables are beir4 dealt with. While specific inter-

view schedules, innovative "games," and scales for collecting data have

not yet been devised, the kind, of questions na.cessary to elicit adequate

knowlcdge of individual and group behavior are indicated.

. . c' I4
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SChapter 9. Emergency Planning and Urban Probl.ems

Claire Nader

An urban coumunity engaged in emergency planning with the federal

government was selected and its officials and influential citizens inter-

viewed. This city of some 400,000 persons is beset with severe social

and economic probls, including unemployment, juvenile delinquency, and

deteriorating race relations. This study discusses these problems, the

reactions of city officials and other leading citizens to them, and the

factors which determine which problems receive attention and in what

order. Limitations on the choice of problems to be tackled (e.g., lack

of resources, competition for those resources that are available, and the

drain of leading segments of the population to the suburbs) are explored.

The main points that emerge are that (1) civil defense constitutes but

one strand in a complex network of problems competing for the attention

of government officials and influential citizens--a problem that does not

have a high priority within the network; (2) emergency planning is one

of the growing number of national problems which require local, state,

and federal cooperation and points to the need for appropriate organi-

zational arrangements to b~e handled effectively; and (3) while local

officials recognize that they will have to shoulder a major share of the

responsibility for a viable civil defense program, they look for an en-

during national comitment to civil defense through policy, comprehensive

planning, and through adequate funding by th'- federal government.

CIVIL DKR= PROTW TVI SSTEM

Chapter 10. Blast and Shock Waves

Lawrence Dresner

This chapter summarizes theoretical work on blast and shock waves

carried out between May 1965 and March 196. Propagation of plane,

cylindrical, and spherical blast waves in homogeneour isotropic media

is explored. To undierstand the blast effects of nuclear explosions
one needs to know the pressure, density, and material velocity es functions

- •.•. .•, ..: .•. • ., .. ...: :: ,•



of time and position. Since Brode's numerical calculations supply this

information only for spherical blast waves in air--not for 'other geoaetries

or other materials--the older method of piecing together a solution from

the analytic volutions known to apply very near and very far from the

explosion is used. The similarity theory of Taylor, von Neumann, and

Sedov can be used to provide a solution near the explosion. It compares

well with experimental data reportel by Holzer on the time of arrival of

the shock front at various positions. Par from the explosion, the fact

that the shock wave is weak can be used to obtain the law of its propagation.

Two practical applications are made of the theory develcoed, one to the

decay of blast waves in tunnels, and one to the decay of blast waves from

underground nuclear explosions in alluvium. The distribution of reflected

pressure on the ground following an air burst is calculated and plotted.

Some questions regarding the operation of blast doors, including the con-

ditions under which steel blast doors of varying thicknesses fail, are

examined; and some of the theory developed (discussed above) ic applied

to analyzing the operation of blast-activated blast doors.

Chapter 11. The Thermal Threat to Sheltered Populations

J. W. Strohecker

The thermal threat to a sheltered population which comes from the

secondary fire effects of nuclear weapons is examined. Dangers from

fire to people in shelters are heat, toxic gases, excessive carbon di-

oxide, and insufficient oxygen. Also, the air above a shelter may

become too hot for either the operation of power generation eiýuipment or

the removal of heat from the shelter. Although considerable effort has

been expended on prediction of fire spread, casualties, and damage assess-

ment, knowledge in the field is qualitative and rather uncertain. Threats

to blast shelters are discussed in some detail along with possible ways

of meeting them. Fire threats to fatlout shelters are considered ide-

pendently with emphasis on preventing fires of major proportions frm

getting started by removal of sufficient combustibles from the adjacent

areas ahead or time. The question of determining the opticum location

for ar air .upply adequate for surtival in a blast shelter is explored

• within the framewrk of historical fires In Oerm-ny and Hiroshima during

5: F_ X
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World War 11. Areas indicated for further study include (1) continuation~

of experimental mass fires to provide design inforniation for ventilation

loYstems, (2) re-evaluation of data from major fires with emphasis on sur-

vival data,, (2) evaluation of experience In burning buildings in the U. S.,,

and (Ii) investigation of the feasibility of using special motor-generator

sets and refrigeration systems rejecting heat t(-, boiling water to reduce

the dependence of shelters on large air and water supplies.

Chapter 12. Protected City Studies

George A. Cristy
Clifford J. Williams

The protected city concept has been expanded to include several types

of protective systems applied to a number of specific cities - The single-

purpose shelter approach (the tunnel-grid concept), based on the present.-

day design~ of a 25-square-mile section in Detroit, 'was k'tudied and de-

veloped in detail. This concept uses a network of reinforced concrete

pipes installed ).nder city streets. Advantages of a tunnel-grid shelter

incluie: (1% the resistance to blast damage of cylindrical structures;

(2) the provision for "~assembling family units in shelter; (3) the

capability of sheltered moezrent to reduce crowding; (4i) the ease with.

which support facilities can b~e dupliceted; (5) the possibility of pro-

tected ovacuation Cf a City; and (6) potential peacetime use for the

j tunnels. Disadvantages include pos&,ýble costliness and possible vulnera-

bil&'y to biological agents and to blast damage should the systez to.

breached. The dual-purpose approach has be~en applied In the deeign of

six lanes of traffic under midtown M4anhattan,, connecting the Lincoln and

Queens Tunnels and hnving adjoining parking facilities for 30.,000 cars.

Dual-use applications are, also being considered for the subway portion

o f the new Washington Rapid Transit System and a proposed underground

truck tunnel and connecting undergrnmnd pedestri anways in Dal las.

.44
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Chapter 1". Active and Passive Defense Cost Ratis
f,½r Populatir'n Pr-tectI~n

C. M. H~aaland

(Reported in Fart II*

Chapter 14. Status of Development of Ballistic
Missile Defen~se

J. H. Gibbons

(Reported in Part II*
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II. BIOMEDICAL ASPECTS OF CIVIL DEFENSE

1. ,UNITED STATES FOOD SUPPLIES - LIVESTOCK

M. C. Bell

1.1 Z'rPODUCTION

Ac purt of a general investigation of present and postattack food

resources, studies have been in prog-ess to assess the role of livestock.

Areas considered to date include. (1) the importance of livestock pro-

ducts for human nutrition, (2) the distribution and possible vulner-

ability of livestock,; (3) internal and external contamination problems,

sni (4) possible livestock salvage proce!.ures.

1.2 LIVESTOCK AS A FOOD SOURCE

Each year the U. S. farmers, representing less than 1% of the world

population, produce approximately 27% of the meat, 34% of the eggs, and

42% of the fluid milk in the world. Recently, 54% of agricultural cash

recel-p's in the U. S. have core from the following five principal sources

ranked in order of importance: cattle (21%), dairy products, hogs, cotton,

and corn. Thus, the top three money crops are livestock and livestock

products. however, demand exceeds supply, and the United States is P net

importer of animal-based food.

Livestock products supply approximately 1/3 of the calories and 2/3

of the protein consumed in the United States. Additionally, cattle in

particular consume many sources of nutrients which are not of direct value

to man as food. Over 40% of our agricultural land is economically un-

suited for anything except forage for ruminants such as cattle and sheep.

The bacteria, protozoa, and yeasts living in the "fermentation vat" (rumen

and reticulum) of cattle and sheep break down cellulose and other complex

carbohydrates into forms which can then be utilized. These symbiotic

-- -~---*~--
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microorganisms can also utilize nonprotein fixed nitrogen such as urea

to synthesize bacterial amino acids and protein which are subsequently

digested and utilized by the host animal. The ruminant animal thus be-

comes an important protein factory for man, supplying all of the essential

amino acids to supplement other important foods such as cereals, fruits,

and vegetables.

Livestock also consume agricultural by-products such as tallows,

greases, tankage, meat and bone scraps, low grade wheat, wheat bran, and

flour middlings, as well as other grains and grain products.

The unique importance of animal protein in the human diet was recently
emphasized by the discovery of serious zinc deficiencies in people in North

Africa consuming nutrients from plants only. In addition to supplying

certain trace elements, livestock can effectively filter out certain others
such as strontium and cesium and products in or on vegetable food. This

factor will be discussed in more detail later.

1.2oi Species and Distribution

Beef Cattle

During 1964, annual meat consumption per capita in the U. S. averaged

174 lbs and poultry consumption, 39 lbs. Beef was the largest contributor

with an all time record average of 100 lbs per person.

Most of the cattle herds are located on the Western range area with

other areas of the country contributing much smaller numbers. Since the

center of U. S. population is east of the Mississippi, on the average,

beef travels 1,000 miles from the producer to the consumer. In the fall

of each year, feeder calves and yearling calves are moved into feedlots

which traditionally are concentrated in areas of the country where grain

is most abundant. This trend is being altered by the development of new

feedlots in areas near markets. An example is the concentration of feed-

lots in California, many fully automated and containing tens of thousands

of cattle. Even with a deficit of feed grains, cattle feeding in California

is a sizeable enterprise, with 950 thousand head on heavy feed in January

iD66. Since a mature beef animal supplies an average of 400 lbs of meat

efter slaughter, this quantity represents 20 lbs per Californian.

4-



The nv~er of cattle in the U. S. reached an ali time high of 107
1

311in in Jauary 1965 (Fig. 1.1). Even so, a record number of 900,000

feeder calves were expected to be imported during 1965, principally from

Mexico and Canada,.

Num•bers of dairy cows are declining (Fig. 1.1) while milk production

per cow is increasing, with a 1965 average of 8,080 lbs of fluid milk

per cow. The net result is an increase in total production of milk and

a reduction in per capita consumption. Dairy cattle are distributed

throughout the U. S. A. near centers of population except for a heavy

concentration in Wisconsin and adjacent states.

Dairy products rank second in the principal agricultural cash

commodities of the U. S. and rank first in 1I states. All of these 1i

states except Minnesota are east of the Mississippi River and none are

in the South.

Swine

The annual U. S. per capita pork consumption has been from 60 to

70 lbs for the last 60 years. Yearly pork production has been variable

but not nearly so variable as the prices (Fig. 1.2). Swine are much more

efficient converters of energy into food for man than are cattle and

sheep. However, they must be fed cereal grains or similar energy sources,

a higher percent of protein balanced in essential amino acids, and addi-

tional vitamins, most of which could in an emergency be used directly for

human food.

Most of the swine are concentrated in the corn belt stutes with Iowa,

Illinois, and Indiana producing almost half of the pork in the U. S.

Producers in grain deficit areas ship feeder pigs into the corn-producing

states for the final 3-to-4-month finishing period.

Poultry and Turkeys

Per capita consumption of chicken and turkey has almost doubled in

the U. S. during the past 20 years up to a broiler consumption of 31 lbs

in 1965 and turkey consumption of 7 lbs. Broiler production is concen-

trated in 8 Southern states, Maine, and California; these 10 dtates

produce 82% of the U. S. total. Most of the production increase has

77 
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occurred in the South. Production has increased it. face of declining

prices and narrowing profit margins primarily due to gains in efficiency

of production and marketing. In 1948 broilers required 4.0 lbs of feed

per lb of gain; this was reduced to 2.5 by 1964.

Turkey production has also been expanding '%jut somewhat more erratically

than broilers. Turkey consumption is highly seasonal with peaks at Thanks-

giving and Christmas.

Egg production has increased but only &bout half as fast as population

over the past two decades. Per capita conaumption averaged 393 eggs in

1951 and is expected to drop to 307 in l)65. The total number of layers

in the U. S. in 1965 was the same as in 1940 while the production per layer

has increased by 60% (Fig. 1.3).2

Poultry are the most efficient converters of feed to meat (see Table 1.1)

but require the most expensive feed, most ,f which is potentially directly

usable as human food.

Table 1.1. Tons of Feed Consumed by Livestoct in 1964
and Average Feed Conversion Values

Dairy .attle Beef Cattle Swine Poultry

Concentrates
High protein 4.8 6.4 7.0 11.2
Total 30.5 31.4 53.7 36.2

Roughages 6. .4 119.0 2.4 0.7

Feed/lb gain fc:
meat production 5.5 3.5 5

1. 3 VULNERABILITY OF LIVESTOCK

In general our livestock have much less protection in a*W given aref

from thermon•clear attack than our population. On the other hwa, a

d.iscussed earlier in this report, livestock are more eveny distributed

throughout the U. S. than people and, in general, %re may from the centers

of population.
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This means that with present civil defense protection systems an

antipopulation attack on the U. S. would probably result in more live-

stock survival than population survival. With a full-fallout-shelter

program and a population-avoidance military attack, the reverse would

probably be true. An advanced civil defense system to protect urbaa pop-

ulations (as described in Chapter 12) might perform well enough against

a future city attack to ensure more human than animal survival. Vulner-

ability studies are planned of at least these three cases.

Our most vulnerable and most used source of protein is in our beef

cattle. Most cattle live their lives with no protection from fallout or

"from the elements of nature. A good example of the sub-lethal effects

of fallout on cattle was furnished by the group of cattle exposed near

Alamogordo, New Mexico, in July 1945. Scar tissue, greying of hair, and,

after many years, carcinoma of the skin was evident. 5  Beef cattle on

pasture would also be subjected to internal beta and gamma radiation from

ingested forages.

The size of feedlots for finishing cattle is increasing with up to

50,000 head in one unit in Greely, Colorado. Marketing of livestock is

also being increasingly concentrated with over 50% of the total cattle

marketed in the six markets of Omaha, Chicago, Sioux City, South St. Paul,

Kansas City, and St. Joseph.

Transportation, both truck and rail, plays an important role in

moving livestock products to the consumer as well as in moving livestock

feeds into feed deficit areas. Many beef ind swine producers grow and

store grain and roughages sufficient for the entire year, buying only

supplements of protein, vitains, and minerals. On the other hand, Ay

broiler producers buy all their feed as a complete mix delivered from

one to three times each week, maintaining only a few days' supply of

feed. Dairy animals around large cities depend on shi•m•nt of bay and

dairy feed into the area throughout most of the year.

Poultry can survive almost twice as much gam irradiation as other f

meat producers, but they are more vulnerable to a temporary lack of feed

and water. The life cycle in broiler production is very short with a

chick becoming a market bird in only 8 weeks comred with a pig re-

quiring 5 months and beef steer 12 to 18 monthe to usual market weight.



On the other band, cattle and sheep require less expensive feed,

which in an emergnc could be entirely from roughage. and other products

not use• for hum conumption. As was mentioned earlier, rejinants are

gwoeally less efficient cmverters of feed grain into meat than are hogs

and poultry, but the desamd for beef in the present U. 8ý diet is so

peat that almot half of the neat consumed is from beef and much of this

beef is pain fed.

1.4 ANDMAL KWLEBOLISM OF RADIOMLIDES

1.4..1 Introduction

Of the over 200 radioisotopes from nuclear fission and from induczd

radioactivity in surface bursts, there are only three which are signifi-

cant internal hazards to postattack food production from livestock.

These are radioisotopes of iodine, strontium, and cesium. Radioactive

iodine Is absorbed and concentrated in the thyroid gland. Strontium-89

and -90 are metabolized like calcium, deposited in bone, and secreted

in ýAlk. Cesium-134 and -137 react like potassium and are generally

distributed in tissue, especially in muscle.

1..-2 Iodine

Of the three hazardous radionuclides, iodine is the only element

which is an essential nutrient required for anin-ls. It Is especially

important for reproduction and for growth of young animals.

Radiolodine is one of the most abundant radionuclides in eariy

fal1out; it is absorbed and concentrated in the thyroid gland with only

a tra" found in mat. Fortunately, '3'1 (the most important radio-

isotpe of iodine after 12 days following a nuclear explosion) decays

rapidly with an 8-day half-life into a nonradioactive product. Around

15% of the soluble dietary radioiodine is deposited in the tt~roid, from

which a portion is secreted in the hormone thyroxine which regulates

body metabolism. The fetus and growing youg animals are much more sus-

ceptible tc radiotoxicity from radioiodine than am nature animals.
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Growth is retarded in young, while old~er animals ahow little effect of

overexposure except lethargy. Milk production may be resumed in a dairy

animal by feeding the synthetic hormone protamone or by giving thyroxine.

In any case, dairy animals could be useful for meat even if the thyroid

were destroyed And supplemental hormones were not available.

1. h. 3 Radiostrontium

Strontium-89 and -90 are deposited along with calcium and phosphorus

in bone. These beta emitters are more difficult to detect in an animal

than are iodine and cesium, but they may be assumed present if the other

two are. They react more like calcium than phosphorus and are deposited

in the apatite bone crystals. Tracer experiments show that a greater

percentage of calcium is absorbed from food than strontium and more

absorbed strontium is re-excreted than calcium, giving a discrimination

factor of four for calcium versus strontium in bones and eight for calcium

versus strontium in milk.

Strontium- 8 9 has a physical half-life of 43 days with a biological

half-life of 18 days when deposited on forage.7 Strontium-90 has a

physical half-life of 28 years. Although ingestion of massive dones of

radiostrontium (up to 70 millicuries in cattle) by even a large beef

ajnimal can cause death in a few weeks, a fresh fallout field containing

* sufficient strontium activity to allow suct ingestion would be accompanied

by lethal gaia fields. Aged fallout could theoretically have lethal

quantities of 9'4Sr without lethal gums, but weathering could be expected

to remove most of the fallout particles from fnrage. Thus, prompt live-

stock deaths from radiostrontium ingestion alone should not be expected.

From the standpoint of the postattack food problem, the principal

radiostrontium hazard is from the ingestion by young huns of the radio-

activity in milk. Purification methods are described later. Since

strontium in meat animals is concentrated in the bone, normal slaughtering

and meat cutting methods produce burn food adequate for emergency use.

The biological half-life of an isotope is the me"ure of the disappearance
rate fýrm an organism based on both physical decay and biological
excretion.

,.": .. J i
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1.4.4 Radiocesium

Ceeiwm-13T and -134 are readily absorbed by livestock- and are

distributed throughout the oncle tissue of anluals as is potassium.

The lAysicai, half-lives for 1, 3 7 Cg and 134Cg are 28 years and 2 years,
respectively. Biological half-lives vary with the diet and species, but

aeusually between 20 and 100 days. 8

As vas the case with strontium.. fresh fallout which would provide

lethal. internal contsuination of radioceniium to a grazing animal would

also be accompaied by a lethal penetr~ting external radiation field;
* ~thus the princiilal kLasrd in~ postattack food i.s uniform contamination

Of Meeat.

1.5 TREAn40r OF CCNTAMDAITED ANIMAL PR0WCTS

1.5.1 Mea".

Meat from animals given tracer levels of 13 1 con~tains negligible
radioactivity. As was m~entioned earlier, meat from animals fed. sLrge

doses of radiostronti.um and 1ughtered by usual methods contains little

Radtioactive cesium reacts quite differently from stronti~um mince

srer thAn half abeorbed by aniftal is distributed throughout mascel

tissue. Some radioactive cesium is released in cooking w.at, wad worf

than 5%~ is released into juires from stew meat. 9 A more effective

method of getting rid of it is by soaking maft in water. Water flowing

alooly over 1-izcb cuabea of beef contaminated with radioces'Am removed

611 of cesium in 12 hours andM 9%in 60 hours. Considarable lose of

color was evident along vith a ioss of 6% nitrogen, but taste tests have

shown that the meat wus. still edible and palatable 9 0

1.5.2 Milk

Milk iA th. vain source in our diet of 'Sr and 131C from previous
nuclear w*akpons tests. Removs.l of these ions and "311 caai be affected
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by use of ion-exchan~ge resins as was shown by early test tube experiments.'

These procedures have now been adapted to a full-scale milk processing

plant.1  Tests show that. milk treated with ion-exchange resins is not a].-

tered in nutritive value and is an acceptable food for man and animals.

1.5.3 Eggs

]Removal of 1311~ from eggs is easiest by cold storage and radioactive4

decaiy. Over 99% of 9OSr in eggs is deposited in the shell and is not re--

leased into the edible pk.rtion even with boiling. No data are available

:in the literature on techniques for 137Cs removal from eggs.

Livestock products provide most of the farm income in the U. S. andI

praductio;., efficiency is continually increasing. Livestock are good pro-

tectors against radionuclides from fallout in hilman food since most radio-

nuclides axe not absorbed by animals. However, livestock are sensitive to

racdation and are our most vulnerable food saiý_ce- The most bazardevs

radionuclides in livestock products are iodine, strnntiunoand cesium.

Procedures are available fo~r removing dangerous quantitiles of ralio-
activity trc'r. most animal producte.
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2. UNITED STATES FOOD SUPPLIES -GRAINS

A. F. Shimn

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 Purpose of the Study

The mission of the agricultural team, whose work was initiated in

the autkmn of 1965, is fivefold:

1. Evaluation of the present-day national- food situatinn with

respect to food stocks, agricultural production, and currý2t

consumpAA -on.

2. Delineat ion of current trends in agriculture and their

implications for civil defense.

3. Estimations of the vu~lnerability of food stocks, crops, food

production, and processing capacities.

4. Assessment of damage to food stocks, crops,, and foou-producing

and processing capacities from postulated attacks.

5. Determination of the timing for resumption of normal food

production and processing following attsck.

f 2.1.2 Status of the Study

I * The literature and statistica.- data requ~.site for our first two
goals above have been assembled and1 analyzed and cur'rently are being-pre-
pared for an ORNL Technical Memorandum. Highlights from this TM report

are contained in this chapter.

Work on goal s three and four is in progress., having started with a

briefing by government officia: % in charge of vu~lnerr-bilitv' and damage

assessment studies of agriculture. These computer studies were carried

out jointly by the National Resource Evaluiation Center and tho ASOS

(Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service) agency of the U. S.

Department of Agriculture. No work has been done on the fifth goal.

T - - --- --- ---
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2.1.3 Organization of the Data

The important literature dealing with nuclear attack and agriculture

is fMrst cited then statistics on present stocks of food and production

and consumption of food are given in graphical and tabular form. Finally,

the civil defense implications of the redaction in our food reserves, the

vulnerability of our livestock to attack, and certain alternate sources of

.4otein in a postattack period are discussed.

2.1.4 Previous Studies

Stanford Research Institute has published studies on postattack

survival of food stocks and food production capacity,1 postattack farm

proble=s,2'3 4 and postattack food processing and distribution. 5

Mitchell6 has explored ecological problems in postattack agriculture,

and tae Postattack Recovery Panel of Project Harbor has recommended mea-

sures in agriculture to facilitate recovery from attack07 Other studiem

in the field include that of Ayres on the effect of nuclear wars on speciala
aspects of agriculture and the engineering study of the vulnerability

and postattack repair of eight major segments of the food industry by
SIc9

Advance Research, Inc. Extensive, detailed studies on vulnerability and

damage assessment in the agricultural industry have been carried out
jointly by the National Resource Evaluation Center of the Office of Emer-

gency Planning and the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
•: 10
cf the U. S. Department of Agriculture. Pettee has estimated the need

for a U. S. emergency stockpile of processed food. 1 1

Some conclusions from these previous studies are listed below:

1. Under past and current civil defense programs, a severe

shortage of both raw and processed food stuffs is unlikely

because food manufacturers are both numerous and well

dispersed. 9, 1 0

2. The probable bottleneck in supplying food i. transportation

which dapends: in turn, on petroleum supplies. 9

- 3. Food r1 survive in epproximate proportiou to the population

4 which will consume it (under current defense programs) although

temporary deficits will occur in acce areas.

U
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4. A relatively greater percentage of rural population will survive
10

than urban population.

5. There is no prospect for a nationwide deficit of processed food

because the nreattack stockpile, necessary for bringing the

nation as a whole through the first postattack year, already

exists. However, local deficit areas will likely occur.

The conclusions are based on data from the Censuses of Agriculture for

1954 and 1959 and the existence of large yearly carry-overs of food in

the'50's and early '60's. An extensive blast shelter program would be

* expected to modify all five conclusions.

2.2 THE NATIONAL FOOD SUPPLY

"2.2.1 Commodity Carry-over, Reserve, and Surplus

The three terms carry-over, reserve, and surplus have been used

more or less interchangeably with respect to the amounts of commodities

on hand. Carry-over has an unequivocal meaning and is the amount of a

farm commodity remaining after a marketing year is completed and before

sizeable amounts of the new crop are marketable. Both "reserve" and
"surplus" have been used imprecisely. A commodity reserve is supposed

to be that amount of carry-over necessary to supply the usual continuous

demand (food processing, exports, etc.) until the next crop is available

and to hedge against potential inadequate crop production. Unfortunately,

there is no general agreement on the crop quantities which should be

identified as "reserve." A commodity surplus is the amount by which stocks

exceed the hypothetical commodity reserve level. Customarily, the entire

commodity stocks are called "'reserves" when they are equal to or less

than this ill-defined commodity reserve level; and the entire stocks are

called "surpluses" when they exceed the commodity reserve level.

2.2.2 Commodity Reserve Levels

In 1964, the Subcommittee on Food and Fiber Reserves for National

Security, National Agricultural Advisory Commission, suggested tentative

figures for use in solving the "reserve definition" problem mentioned in

4,4
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the pr..ti section and developing realistic present-day comaodity

reserve levels (see Table 2.1.). These figures were derived from an earlier

nst•u by an agricultural committee headed by Senator Allen J. Ellender of

Louisiana. President Johnson reccumended in his message to Congress of

February 10, 1966, that legislation be framed to establish appropriate

commodity reserve levels.12 O February 14, 1966, Representative Harold

D. Cooley (North Carolina), Chairman of the House Committee on Agriculture,

introduced a bill (H.R. 12784) to authorize the Commodity Credit Corporation

(CCC) to establish and maintain reserves of agricultural cormodities to

protect consumers and for other purposes. The Senate companion bill is

S.2932.13 Neither bill mentions civil defense.

2.2.3 Commodity Credit Corporation

Functions 
4

The Ccomodity Credit Corporation is an agency of the United States

assigned to the Department of Agriculture. Its programs are administered

by the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service which supplies
both :;ersonnel and facilities for this purpose. Its ma4j or activities in-

clude price support and production stabilization for commodities such as
cereal and feed grains, cotton, soybeans, milk, and tobacco. The CCC

may encourage production adjustrents and maintain farm income by making

payments for diverting cropland from the production of feed grains and

wheat to conservation uses. Commodities acquired under the price support

program are stored in commercial or CCC facilities pendirg theIr dispo-
sition through domestic and export sales, transfers to othcr government

agencies, donations for welfare use, and the Food for Peace program,

Public Law 480.

Stocks

Ccogress has never granted legal authority to the U. S. D. A. to
establish a stockpile of food. Hence, the stocks acquired under price

support by CCC have in essence served as our foA reserves.

The fluctuations in quantities of ten major foods held by the CCC

from 1954 to 1966 are shown in Figure 2.1.15,16 The graph shows a

general decline in CCC holdings during the last few years. Trends at

N dW=
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this writing indicate further drops in CCC holdings of grains and dairy

products during 1966. In Table 2.1 the peak quantities of teni major

food commodities held by L~ie CCC are compared with quantities held as
of March 31., 1966,1 and with those sliggested by the National Agricultural

Advisory Commnissionl for discussion purposes in developmient of commodity

reserve levels.

Geographic Location of Stocks

The geographic location of stocks his been largely determined by the

economy of storage without regard to defense considerations. Fortuitously,

grain storage was in 1959 widely dispersed at some 20.,000 locations and

was, thus, relatively invulnerable. Country elevators for grain storage
have steadily decreased in number since the Census of Agriculture for

1959. 19 If this trend continues, and if our largest storage facilities
become the major points of storage as stocks decline,, then stored reserves

obviously would be much mecre vulnerable than studies baseed upon the 1959

data would indicate.

Figure 2.2 shows the locations o.-L each of the thirty U. S. grain

elevators with a storage capacity of more then ten million bses3

Only two of them--those in Enid, Oklahoma, and Hutchinson., Kansas--are
not listed as targets in the approximately 9,000-megaton attack on 303

20cities given by Martin and Latham. The total storage capacity of these

* elevators is 1,3364,000,000 bushels, or about the size of our annual wheat

production. The two granaries not targeted have a capacity of 118.,125,000
bushels, or 8.7% of the total. The total off-fa".. capacity for grain

storage in the U. S. as of January 1, 1966, was 5,463,160,000 bushels. 1

2.3 FOD STOCKS AS OF JLY 1, 1965

The major sources of food are diagramed in Fig. 2.3. The size of
these sou~rces is estimated in number of days of food for each person of
the population &a of July 1, 1965, based on a daily consumption of 3000

calories. The statistics on the food supply cane from official govern-

ment sources.

The daily per capita consumption in 1964 was 4170 calories (U. S. D. A.,

Economic Research Service, National Food Situation, AFctr4, p. 22,
November 1965).

Geogrphic ocatin of tock
Th gogapicloatonofstck hs ee lrglydeerind y he: ;,.,

- 1•

become V the ~ *ao onso trg ssok elnte trdrsre ; •
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The days of food were csmlculated ter raw comodities after taking

into aceouet factors necessary for their conversion to consinable form2 2

21
aM t•at on their caloric ccatent ' in combination vith the two bases

given in 11g. 2.3.

MARM AD lFRSH WATER FISH irijply 0.'!;5 c,.ys, cr half the annual

catch by cinrcial and sport fLiher%*n.24 It ia somevwht surprising to

see that sport fishing yield&• about 20% of our edible fish. WILDLIFE,

as big Kge alone, ckn suppli more than three days cf food and could well

be an wportant suppl.iment in an emergency. 2 5  Thirty-tlght dskv oif food

(oce-h-rf the 1965 slauagber) is supplied by 7MX AIDMALS, primarily

cattle (15 days), hogs (19 days), and poult.ry (4. days). STOCKS were
' 6  date,27

calculated from CCC figure# am USDA dta, and consist mostly of

corn (263 days), wheat (15 days), and sorghum (95 days). Studies by

the USDM provided the baser for estimates given for FOOD PRCE n-)R3,

COLD STOMMW U MMES, WHOIESAIfl, METAIMIRS, and MCA .

The estimate of the total focd supply in a minintn one becau.e no

figure in included fox the s4tstantial amount of FARM CROPS in tue .'ield.

Approximately 2-1/2 months of tUe total supply ar*i An the form of pro-

ceased, ready-to-eat food. This quantity is cont-d-red adequate tu tide

the country over the period of industrial repai- following attack ,ntil

the time when food processing is rertaed. 1 1

2. PROnIN P!RODIXTI0HI4 N A !i!;A1'AL' lZIOD~

Livestock provides about 66% of the proteVr in the Aerimc diet

and in our moat vulnerable source of pro~tin (ree CtApter I). Two
studies have concluded that 6% r vmo of oiw livestock would survive

various nuclear attacka. 3 1 0  It is tetly thwat s-irvival froa porsible

biological attack eight be lwe than thMt, but no studi•s on this have

been published in unclascified litere,.,w*e. Pecauso of the importance of

good quality protein in the diet, it stow appropriate to rosider

alternate soure*.

,Mt,
V Ef O
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2.4.2 Alternate Protein Sources

Ideally, alternate protein sources should meet heveral criteria:

(1) familiarity to consumers, (2) production possible with current tecb-

nology, (3) high total production possible, (4) production widely di.sptrsed,

(5) vulnerability to attack--m imal, (6) processing simple and mirI.l,

and (7) costs lower than livestock. By these criteria, gr@ins, soybeans,

and freshavter fish are good candidates. The only unorthodox aouirc:e of' I
protein that scores reasonably well is algal culture. K

Girains

Wheat, corn, and sorghum coWmrisE our major grain reservez. '.1Le

protein of no one of them alone is a satisfactory substitute for meat

protein. But if a swall percentage of the amino acid lysine is added to j
wheat flour, the value of the protein will be greatly enhanced and essen-

tially comparable tu that found in meat. However, the cost c, doing

this may be too high to be practical. Properly proportioned blends of

thebe three grains might give a mixture with protein almost as valuable

as that of meat, but nutritionists have been able to achieve better smino

acid balancts with blends of grains and oilseed cake or grains and Iegx-
m'.noui •as Incaparilla, developed by Lr. Nevin Scrimsavw is such a i

ulend, and its formula is shcwn in Table 2.2.29

Tabi Y2. Formula of Incaparira,
A Blend of Grahis with Prope Amino Acid Balance

(Vegetable Mixture I !I)

IIU -__

Sorghumn

Torula Yeast4

Vitamn A :5C r pr1(Ks

!3one covecial bread contains 0.45% added lyosit~e, based an the weight
of wheat flour& used Inthe brtad, which more U/sn doubles the nutritional •

value of the protejn.

'Ai

. " ,. , ., • '• i .?•,'"• ... •.,:,4
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A mimture of three parts of a cereal grain with one part of a

processedo leguminous bean (peanut, chick pea, lima, soybean, etc.) flour
30will give a nutritically a#4Aquate protein mixture. The beans sfpply

the lysine which is inadequate in the cereal, and the cereal supplies

the methionine which is inadequate in the beans. Soybeans are the ouly

beans which could be produced in sufficient quantity for mixture with

our grain reserves. Both General Mills and the Meals for Millicns

Foundation already produce cheap, scybean-based Multi-Purpose Food.31,32

Six ounces of it supply the daily requirements of protein, minerals, anC-

vitamins necensiry for a 154-pound man.33

There is not suffigant carry-over of soybeans to be rixed with our

carry-over of teheat. The 1965-66 carry-overs of soybeans and wheat

are predicted to be about 48 million bushels and 500 million bushels,

respectively. Thus, about a four-fold increase in soybean carry-over

would be necessary to match the wheat carry-over.

It is interesting to compare the 1965-66 carry-over of soybeans and

wheat with the anntl production. The 48 million bushels of soybeans

represent about 1/16 of the 1965 annual production of 840 million bushels,

while the 500 million bushels of wbeet represent almost 1/2 of the annual

production of 1300 million bushels. Obviously the "rescrve" of soybeans

is quite low and does not represent much protection against normal crop

failure. One would hope that future defined commodity reserve levels

would promote the establishment of an adequate soybean crop reserve.

Freshwater Fish

The production of freshwater fish in inland waters could give a

small but relatively invulnerable source of excellent protein. An annual

production of two billion pounds of catfisb is possible if these or

similar fish ure raised in the nearly two million acres of rice lands

in the five major rice-producing States.35 The 1.75 million acres36 of

farm ponds in the U. S. might yield another one billion pounds of fish.

These two sources alone exieed the annual commercial harvest of edible

fish. The additional great potential of raising fish in lakes and

reservoirs has not yet been estimated.

One billion pounds of whole, raw fish supplies 0.52 days of food
(3000 calories daily consumption for 195 million people).22 3  -

.Assuming rice and fish raised alternately.

. , ..
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3. PHYSIOLOGY OF HEAT STRESS*

C. H. Kearny

3.1 PURPOSE

Almost every shelter test, as well as most current shelter physio-

logical research, has involved the determination of heat stresses to

which persons living under essentially still-air shelter conditions are

subject.** Furthermore, there exists considerable difference of opinion

regarding the importance of high local air velocities, both as regaris

the survival of shelter occupants under severe temperature conditions

and as regards their well-being. Therefore to obtain more data con-

cerning the necessary air movement over the body surface of a shelter

occupant for prolonged survival in conditions of' high temperatures and

relative humidities, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory entered into a

contract with a physiological laboratory with many years of experience

in the field of hot-weather*vironmental research, the Department of

Anatomy-Physiology of Indiana University.

The air velocities maintained over the test subjects were primarily

those produced by a manually operated three-foot punkah-pump used as an

overhead fan. Testing the effectiveness of this air-mo•'-, device from

a physiological point of view was an objective of this study.

The quite complex details of this investigation are contained in

the final report by Drs. Mukul R. Banerjee and Robert W. Bullard of

Indiana University. The following summary includes only those results

which appear most relevant to the development of minimum-cost solutions

to current shelter environmental problems.

Review of work performed under subcontract number 2544 with Indiana
Univers 4 ty, Bloomington, Indiana.

That is, the net ventilation rates through shelters, combined with the
cross sectional areas for flow, result in very low local velocities.
An evaluation of the importance of fanning shelter occupants (as dis-
tinguished from quite uniformly distributing the air within the shelter)
"is the subject of this report.

L IL
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3.2 TEST PROCEDURES

The experiments were carried out in an uninsulated climatic chamber. !i••-•

In these tests the preheated chamber was occupied by only one test sub- it__
ject at a time, each for a 4-hr period. The instrumentation of the 8-1/2- i
by-5-3/4~by-lO-ft (length/width/height) test chamber is shown in Fig. 3.1.

In order to minimize the temperature increase of air passing through

the test chamber, a constant flow of 30 cfm was used. A flow of 30 cfm

- limits to about 2°F the rise in effective temperature of the air in the •-•

shelter, as compared to the effective temperature of the outside air, ii

provided the air is •ell distributed within the shelter. •i

When the punkah-pump was not falming the subject, air velocities

in the central part of the room were too slow for the Hastings Air Meter

to measure and were recorded as less than 5 fpm.

Four healthy young men served as test subjects. They were dressed
q

-- only in cotton underwear shorts and rested on a 1/4-x-1!4-in. nylon net
i • reclining chair which was 10-1/2 in. above the floor. Thermocouples

attached to the tcst subject recorded rectal, tympanic membrane, and

skin temperatures from the forehead, arm, and calf. A 6-cu-ft spirometer

was used to determine respiratory volume, and water losses were determined

every hour by weighing the subject.
SThe experiments were conducted in two phases:

S . A. First phase--deslgned to determine the effectiveness of dif-

ferent combinations of temperatures, humidities, and air velocities over

. the test subjects' skins in maintaining habitable shelter environments.

This phase consisted of four experiments, each involving four test sub-

jects.

Experiment Dry Bulb Effect ireNumber Temperature (OF) R.H. (%) Temperature (oF)/14
S96 5O 85.0

2 96 7o 89.5
3 io4 5o 9o. 5

S• 104 70 96.0

B
i

1
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Fig. 3.1. Schematic Drawing of the E~xperimental Setup.
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During the first hour of each of these tests, the subject did not

pull the fan (punkah) and the air velocity wes less than 5 fpm. During

the second, third, and fourth hour, air velocities recorded were 25, 50,

and 75 fpm, respectively.

For control comparisons, additional data on physiological responses

were also obtaii. d under each of the first four experimental conditions

when the punkah was not pulled for the entire four-hour period.

B. Second phase--designed further to elucidate the interrelation-

ships between the physiological responses and the above-mentioned climatic

variables, but with all experiments carried out at effective temperature

of 85.0 0 F (DB 96 0 F, RH 50%).

Six four-hour experiments were conducted with each subject. These

experiments involved alternating an hour of still-air conditions with

an hour during which the air velocities were either 25, 50, or 75 fpm.

Also included were various combinations of the punkah bel.ng operated by

the experimenter or by the subject.

3.3 fESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. From the standpoint of civil defense re:.,archers attempting to

satisfy at minimum cost the survival needs of pecýie in shelters cooled

only by outside air, even under summer heat conditions, the most sig-

nificant result of this study is additional evidence that man's heat-

adaptive mechanisms are remarkably efficient. Provided that essential

minimum requirements for sufficient and well-distributed air and for

drinking water are met (see C, below) and also provided that effective

temperatures do not rise much above ET 850F, persons can adjust to heat.

In the words of the experimenters, Drs. Banerjee and Bullard: "We have

been impressed by the versatile thermoregulatory bystem, of the huriin

body. This system from the evidence presented herein can adjust its

function to meet the demands. Sweating or evaporative cooling is con-

trolled perhaps by changing the surface r:ea wetted with sweat so that

thermal regulation is not greatly altered with marked changes in air

velocity and temperature." Figure 5.2, one of 13 pages of graphs in

the complete report, illustrates the small influence which widely differing 43.

air velocities have on mean body temperature with the shelter air at

-e.. -o ... . : , , . ,
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ET 850 F. This statement does not negate at FT 85OF the favorable influence

of increased air velocities for improving, comfort, for decreasing the per-
centage of body area wetted by sweat, and for increasing the effi.ciency of

the evaporative process.

As a result of this fortunate adaptability of man, the present evi-

dence indicates that fanning a person in a shelter is of secondary impor-

tance to providing him with sufficient well-circulated air so that he

remains in an environment not much higher than ET 850F.

B. The punkah was found to be an effective means of reducing (with

air velocities at 25 and 5C fpm) or eliminatinrv (at 75 fpm) temperature

stratification of 5.6 0 F within the test room (measured at two points

40 in. apart vertically) when the air flow through this small room was

30 cfm. "The present investigation was conducted with only one jubject

at a time in the hot room, who was lying on a bed 10-1/2 in. atove the
floor. With the pulling of the fan, the hot air .f upper layer, was

brought down to the subject. Thus, punkah utilization would change the

location of individuals within a shelter. Occupants of upper 1"-ks

could be provided with major protection from heat stress by reducing
stratification." In other words, by reducing the temperature layering

in the shelter, the temperature stresses on individuals in upper bunks

would be reduced to a significant degree.

C. At ET 850 F, it was found th-it evaporative water consumption per

person wes at a rate of' %bout four qus.rts per 24 hours without fanning,

as compared to approximately six quarts per day with fanning at 75 fpm.

It follows that in a shelter in which (G) all persons are -n the flcor,
(2) the ET is high, -nd (3) water is in short supply, the ventin•ntin air

should be well distributed but should not be fnned so -Is to force down

to the floor hotter stratified ,ir from above--e.en tbough such fanning

would] lower body temperatures slightly and improve comfort as long *9.;b

people were not partially dehydrated.

D. Another condition of these testa which cnused the operation of
the punkah fan to appear less advantageou:; than might be the case I. many

real sheLter situations was that during the hours when a test Cubject vwac
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not pulling the punkah, he tended to go to sleep. In the vords of the

experimenters: -With sudden exposure to hot and humid atmosphere of

the experiments the subjects shoved a strong tendency to go to sleep vhen

they vere not pulling the fan. They had to wake up to pull the fan, an

activity not preferred by our subjects. 'In a few experiments vhere the

sweat loss of the subjects vas continuously recorded from local skin areas

by the resistance hygrometry method, the fall and rise in sweating rate

were directly associated vith sleep and vakefulness. Minute vlaume* vas

lower When the subjects awakened for the respiratory gas collectioms.

Average values of energy metabolism of a 70-kg nude man with a 1.85 4m

surface area as given by Hertig and Belding are 63 Kcal/hr (260 Btu/hr)

during sleep and 101 Kcal/hr (400 Btu/hr) vhile sitting quietly.

E. "Only in Experiment No. I vith an IT of 85.0O1 vas the beneficial

effect of the use of punkah obvious. There was a progressive decrease

in body temperature and hvat storage with time as the air velocity in-

creased."

"The body surface temperature was always above the air temperature

so that both evaporative and convective losses were taking place." ... i

"However, except for Experiment No. 4 (..' 960F) body temperatures were

lower under experimental conditions when the fan was pulled as compared

to those of control conditions..."

In contrast, in Experiment No. 40, with 104OF dry bulb temperature

and RH 70% (ET )960), the higher the air velocities were raised by fanning,

the worse became the disadvantages caused by the resultant increased con-

vective heat gains being greater than the increased evaporative heat

tosses produced by the higher air velocities.

Drs. BanerJee's and Bullar' s largely problem-defining experiments

did not Involve any effective temperatures in the very important range

between RT 85.O°P and ET 89.59P. Nor did their experimentation include

test subjects taking off and putting on summer clothing--as .Aerieans in

hot wartime shelters no doubt would do--so as better to meet the diffe•rent

Minute volume is the liters of oygen constwred per minute--a measure
or metabolism.
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stresses of hot-dry and hot-humid air. Even within the same shelter such

differences may exist, due to the evaporation of sweat lowering the dry

bulb air temperature while raising the relative humidity and effective

temperature of the air as it moves through the shelter. Nor did these

Indiana University experiments involve other than young healthy men as

subjects. (The shelter environment requirements of the old, the young,

and the handicapped are being investigated by a number of projects sup-

ported by the Office of Civil Defense.)

Additional researvh is desirable to find and test minimum-cost

solutions to these and other environmental problems of all types of

shelters from improvised basement shelters to complex blast shelters.

For example, occupants of the tunnel-grid system (as at present designed)

would experience air movement too slow to be perceptible in one end of

an air-circulation section, whereas in the other end of this same section

the occupants would live in air moving at abnormally high velocities of

about 100 fpm.
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3.4 A NDIX A. EVAPORATIVE COOLING OF CYLINERS

John S. Newman and Conrad V. Chester

The purpose of this appendix is to illustrate how well-founded

principles of heat and mass transfer can be used to estimate the cooling

characteristics of wet cylinders and thereby provide a basis for the

study of the cooling of people as this problem might be related to the

ventilation requirements of blast shelters. This work Is thres related

to that on the physiological response of people and to that on the heat

capacity of shelter walls.

This section shows the Irportance of the wet bulb temperature of

the ambient air in the case of forced convection. Account should

possibly also be taken of the heat transfer by radiation from people

to the shelter walls. The commonly used "effective temperature" could

probably be elucidated by consideration of the total heat transfer by

radiation and natural convection for a given skin temperature.

3.4.1 Forced Convection

Consider a cylinder of diameter D and length L oriented perpen-

dicular to a uniform stream of air having a speed v. far from the

cylinder. The air is further characterized by its dry bulb temperature

T. and its wet bulb temperature T *. The surface of the cylinder is

assumed to be wet with water at the temperature T o As a consequence
0

of these conditions, there will be a cowective heat transfer rate q,

from the cylinder to the air due to the temperature difference T -

and a rate of evaporation W due to the fact that the concentration of

water vapor in the air very near the cylinder is higher than that in

the approaching air. These processes will require a heat transfer rate

Qg from the interior of the cylinder to the surface:

1q, + Q X (A-l)

where X is the heat of vaporization. It Is the heat 0% hich represents

the energy dissipation of a man.
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The quitntittes Q, and W can be related to the driving forces for

he't and mass transfer and to the velocity v. (see, for example, Bird,

Stewart, and Lightfoot, Transport Phenomena, 1960, pp 408 and 646). By

inserting numerical values for the Prandtl number of air, the Schmidt

number for an air-water mixture, the latent heat of vaporization of

water, and the heat capacity of air and by making use of vapor pressure

data for water, one obtains

q2= BPDMvC p(T0 - T)(V/Dv.)°.'45 2  (A-2)

where

p = the density of air,

Cp = the heat capacity of air per unit mass,

V = the kinematic viscosity of air,

B = a dimensionless coefficient which depends on T - T as follows:
0 VE

TO- T (OF) B

-5 10.95

0 10.25

10 9.17
20 8.30
30 7.51

In calculating the mole fraction of water vapor from the vapor pres-

sures, it was assumed that the atmospheric pressure was 760 un Hg.

P'Agure A-1 o~pressQs the ',C~ults 0'£ ~A~~2 Cc~~£oig

conditions:

p- 0.0712 lb/ft3  C - 0.241 Btu/ib- 0 Fpp

D 1.2 ft V 0.17 om?/Sec

Lu 5 ft

The horizontal lines indicate the approximate rate of heat loss by

natural convection elone (see below). Figure A.2 facilitates the con-

version of relativp humidities to wet bulb temperaturea.
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3.4.2 Velocity Distribution Near a Cylinder

The question of the velocity distribution near a man's skin arises

when talking about cooling people by forced convection. If we approxi-

mate a man by a series of cylindrical sections of diameters equal to

those of arms, legs, and torso, and assume that the skin is smooth and

free of hair, hydrodynamic theory can provide a description of the

velocity profiles near the skin.

If the free stream velocity at some distance from a cylinder is v,

the velocity Just outside the boundary layer is given by

U(x) = 2%~ sin ~

where x is the distance parallel to the wind direction, and R is the

radius=of- the cylinder.

The boundary layer is a film of air close to the skin retarded by

viscous friction with the skin. It is usually less than 1/10 of an

incht'hick for velocities of interest around human-sized objects. The

velocity distribution in this layer is shown in Fig. A-3. It can be

seen that at distances of the order of twice the radius divided by the

square root of the Reynoli, number, the velocity is very close to the

potential flow velocity.

"For this reason, it is recommended that flow measurements in tbp

- boundary layer not be attempted, and that all data be correlated with

StLa free stream velocity measured tvo or three radii from the cylindrical

portion of 'iteredt of the test subject. The potential velocity can be

measured just outside the boundary layer, and the corresponding free

stream velocity can be calculated for use in the correlations.

.3.4.3 Free Convection

For free convection the driving force for air motion is the difference

in density between the air near the cylinder and the ambient air. This

density difference is due to the combined effect of a temperature differ-

enee and a difference in the amount of water vapor in the air. For free

convection to horizontal cylinder*, one obtains (see, for examle, Bird,

Stewart., and Lightfootp )13)
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where k is the thermal conductivity of air, and g Is the ravitational

acceleration,

In Fig. A-14, q2 is plotted against To T~ with T-Tas a

parameter. For this graph k = 0-0154& Btu/hr-ft-0 F., g - 980 cm/sec , and

the other parameters have their previous values.* The dip in the curve

for %- %, a -5Fa corresponds to the point at which the density of

the air near the cylinder is equal 'ýo the density of the ambient air.

3.4&.4 Evaporation Rate

The evaporation rate is

For for ced convection

1 ~ -1625 pD~I, 01  ( T -T,)PD,04

00

for 3i49 'Itb/r. If, on the other hand., To -To -5 Ps then qj -51lBtu/

hr.w, evaqorat~ion needs to laccount for 4~51 Btu/hr.

An evaporatiiou A~ Blt., tuabr corresponds, to W m qt/day.

..... ..
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3.5 APPMNIX B. TOOMTURA1E RISE IN SHELTER;

John S. Newman

The accompanying psychromaetric chart (Fig. B-1.) shows the relation-

ship between the temperatures of the air entering and leaving a shelter.

In order to distingu~ish these lines,, their end points are recorded as

follows:
Inlet Outlet

Temperatures Temperatures

Line Wet Dry Wet Dry
Des ieat ion Bulb Bulb Bulb Bulb

A 31.9 149.1 65 65
B 39 61.2 85 85

C 50.2 84..3 85 90

D 57.6 102.8 85 95
E 63 117.1 85 100
F 73 1149 90 l00

Notice that for lines Do, E, and.F the air is cooled by the evaporation

of water from the inhabitants * Under these conditions,, heat flows bonh

from, the air and from within the shelterees to the water film.

The inlet and ouitlet air conditions for a shelter should iie alone

one of these lines * The distance between these points along such a line

is dettermined by the heat load.. If this is expressed as Q*/PV, wbere

q2 is the total vitabolic beat load, p isthe density of air, and V is
the volume flow rate of air, then one. can use the enthalpy~ lines already

on the psycbrminetrlic chart. Ify for example,
- 400 Btu/hr-persons,

0001.CY12 lb/ft3 ,

V -15 ftt/min..personu,

then the beat added to the air is

q9 O *0721 6.25 Bta/lb

O.Url x Ir

.71
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If the inlet conditions ?or this shelter were 800? dry bulb and 6o%

relat ive bumidity,. one would estilsal the outlet conditions to be 82.80?

dry bulb end 16% relative huuaidi-ty.

The lines on the char$. Are-based on the followving assumpt ions:

I. No heat is tranait'erred to the wall of the shelter,,

2.The diatribution of the heat load between' evaporative cooling

w-d convective heat transfer i.; the sama its that for wet cylinders wnder

cotditions of forced convection (see Appendix A) ,

3. fthe out let co~nditions prevail throughout the shelter,

~.The skin temperature is 920F.

The second asp unption., that the people are wet,, should be in error

*at low temperatures where the physiological response reduces the pertpir-

*ation ra-te. The slope of the lines should then be less.

OR%-



~4. STATUSE OF PUEAGi-PUU TESTS AT POR BELVOIB

C. H. Kearny

4. 1 INTROWDXTIG

As part of the coutinuing studies of shelter habitability of the

Office of Civil iefenwe and the U. S. Army Corps of Fnginee-s, during

19.65 tests of punkah-pwlps 1ere conducted at the Protective Structures

Development Center (PSDC), Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Most models of the
PSDC punkah-pwnp testedwere made at ORNL. The performance figures from

sorte of these Belvoir tests illustrate the operating characteristics of

punkah-punps used as the *i y means of supplying air to a shelter.

This chapter con+tins a suizary X preliminary data on several significant

test results (rerroduiced here thr gh the courtesy of J. 0. Buchanan,

Office of Civil 'eferse); final results, which may alter the preliminary

data d.escribed h'e, rwill be contained in the stmnaury document being
"2prepared ly ISDC. A comprehensive OCD report shows the operating charac-

teristics of punzkah-pumps used as an efficient means for distributing

air within a sh-1lter.

4.2 StMRY OF THE FORT WRLVOIR TESTS

These PSDC tests had two objectives: (1) to measure the character-
istics of a 6-ft punkah-pump used as the prime air-moving device for a

shelter, moving outside air through the shelter; and (2) to test other

punkah-pumps (mainly 3-ft models) as means of distributing the air

throughout a shelter and reducing longitudinal temperature gradients,

especially in siderooms which have only one opening.

4•.2.1 The Punkah-Pump As a Prime Air Mover

A 72-x-29-in. wooden-frame punkah-pump was swung so as to operate as

an exhaust pump in one of the tvo doorways of a basement shelter within

the 1000-space shelter at PSDC. The pump was powered by a mechanical

drive, which closely approximated the timing and amplitude of efficient

manual operation. It was 1 ,lled at 25 opm. with a maximum angle of swing

from the vertical of approximately 450.
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At. very low- pressure., it was found that-the ptmkah-pump functioned

like a positive displacement pump, delivering appkwaizately I4tO c~fm

(Aeln used with-battleso both ides ovrer the pressure drop range of

0 to 0.2 in. of water (1 in. water gauge -o.036 psi). The flow rate

dropped rapidly ýfor la9rGsr pressure drops and reached zero at about m.6

i~nr Vag. (see'Pig. i.)

A tbaracteristic of moset shelters in buildings is the large cross-

sectional areas (with resultant very low resistances t, Iarge airfos

of the available Openings such as doorways, stairwells, elevator shafts,

and windows. As an exampqle,, a 30-x-72-in. passageway, 100 ft long, offers

a resistance of less than 0.01 in. of water -to a flow of 5000 cfri. A

punkah-pumlp is designed to take advantage of these large arailable

openings. In contrast,, the designs of conventional fans and blowers

cause these devices to force air through much smaller openinigs. An

illustration of the irkmgit'~ie of thi8 alvant'agc of pu.,skh-pwups is the

fact (calculated in 0UNL -TM-ll5') 3 that the power required to pump a

given Volume of air with a 100% effv.cier.t six-ft pwikah-pump is only 14%

of the power required to pump the same volume of air with a 100% efficient

fan two ft in diameter.

To test the effect of several different resistances to air flow through

the shelter at PSDC, the available opening provided in the air-inlet doorway

was varied. As illustrated by Fig. 4.2.2, these tests shoved that even

when this air-inlet doorway was only one-third open (about. 6.7 sq-ft. of

opening), sawe 3000 aft was forced through the shelter by the punkab-

pump, with AP being 0-.03 in. r~g

Prior tests of itnis s4 .x-ft -ptuikh-tpiw--v&,en used as an inae

pump to-ventilate the entire 5000-sq-ft. basement shelter at PSDC--showedi

that it can pump 31400 cftu throug1h 25.14 sq.ft. of 1-in, fiberglass filter.

This filter had a -ated resistance of about 0.32 in. of wa4 -'r ., a flow

of 34100 cf~m.

The Utility of Baffles

The-pump was tested with and without vertical. plywoo4 84. baffles

(or "wings") fixed close to the lateral sides of the swinging punkah-
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"pump frame and parallel to them. Side baffles on the outlet side of the

pump are shown in F1 4.3. Such side baffles increased the pump's de-

livery capability but are not essential for many smaller shelters. The

following flow rate data indicate the effectiveness of side bhffles.

Pressure Drop Across Pump

0.01-in. w.g. 0.02-in.w.g. 0.04-in. w.g.

1. cfr without any baffles 3800 3000 0

2. cfr, with baffles only on
inlet side 4ooo 3400 1200

3. cfm with baffles on both
inlet and outlet sides 4400 4400 1600

Baffles become quite important in the pressure drop range of 0.02

to 0.04 in. of water. However, for many shelters in buildings adequate

ventilation can be provided without baffles.

Horsepower Req uirements

With side baffles on both inlet and exhaust sides, through the use
of a special electronic load-sensing device developed at PSDC, it was

determined that slightly less than 0.05 hp was required to pump about

4400 cfm. This is but a small fraction of the horsepower that vould be

required to pump an equal volume of air through this shelter using any

type of conventional manual fan or blower.

Although the mechanical efficiency of a punkab-pump is of very

secondary importance in evaluating its relative effectiveness for venti-

lating typical shelters in buildings, nevertheless it is interesting to

note from the following cal.culation that the mechanical efficiency of

the wooden-framed model tested is adequate.

theoreticnl horsepower 0 0.02 in. HsO x 5.2 lb/sQ.ft-0 4 00 ca-

in. H 'o0i

0.014 hipx33,000 ft lb/min =

actual mechanical efficiency of pump .01 x10.0 30%

k. .
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PHOTO 611499A

Fig. 4.3. A Six-Foot Punkahi-Pump tfrdergoirig a Successful. 1000-hr
MechanIcal Durability Test, Showing the Flap-Valves Open During the
Return Swing.
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The Effect of Natural Air Flow on Punkah-Pump Utilization

If R low-pressure pump were inflexibly installed, changes in natural

air flow d-rections such as those caused by a change in outside wind

direction or a chimney effect could decrease pump effectiveness. Two

possible solutions exist for such problems. If the pump were used to

move air into a shelter, it could be disconnected and reconnected to

an exhaust opening if a wind direction change made the exhaust point a

preferable supply point. More practically, the pump could be reversed

at its original site and used to move the ventilation air in the opposite

direction. A special problem may be encountered in such a change. If

the operator must remain in the original position (for example, if air

were to be exhausted to an elevator shaft), the original pull-cord would

have to be replaced by a light push-pole or stick. A strap and cord

lashing similar to that used on sleds seems to be the most promising

improvised connection. With such a push-pole, the pump can easily be

operated by pushing on the power stroke and pulling c the return stroke.

with the operator's hands holding the free end of the stick.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECO•NDATIONS

1. These recent PSDC performance tests of a punkah-pump used as

the primary pump to supply air to a shelter show that one man operating

this simple device can force several times as much air through a typical

basement shelter as can one man using any conventional manually powered

ventilating pump.

2. It appears very likely that a production model punkah-pump would

cost much less than any conventional manually powered ventilating p'n

capable of delivering as much air.

3-. Therefore, It appears desirable to conduct practical tests of

production model punkah-puinps designed to be operated by push-pole. as

well as by pull-cords. Such tests advantageously could involve average

citizens using punkah-pumps to ventilate typical basement shelters, thile

during the same tests they also would use other promising• shelter-

ventilating devices capable of being employed either as Intake or as

exhaust potpe.

_. -- h;
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III. SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CIVIL DEFENSE

6. STRATEGIC IntflIaCTs

Davis B. Bobrow

6. 1 INomowmI

The project deals with the use of political and psychological vari-
ables to estimate the differences in the strategic impact of alternative
American continental defense postures. The members of a working group
drawn from a nuniber of behavioral science specialties have applied their
knowledge to arrive at conclusions based on current knowledge, to isolate
information gaps, and to assign priorities to future research possibilities.

6.2 PROBL104 HISTOR~Y

This project derives from a number of observations about the evalu-
ation, selection,and presentation of American weapons systems. The first
was that, these steps in the weapons adoption process are not made solel~y
on the ba3is of technological performance and dollar cost expectations.
They also involve expectations about the responses of foreiga elites and
the American public--anticipations ofteon, derived from implicit., privatea
models of the nature of foreign elite and American~ public perceptions and
interpretations of American elite actions and words. The asecod observa-.
tion was thiat the cost-effectiveness anai~ses. currently central 'to veapoins
system evaluttion are extremely sensitive to the political Wad peycholosical
assumptions involved in many of their parameters. It follows that mnyw or
the analyses provide useful information only to the extent that these pr.

4 e~ters apoitereality. The third observation vas that different foreign
elizes and elements of the American public do not Perceive or process- the
stimuli of U.S. weapons dectisions, identically. For exaq~le, they differ
In the extent to which they view our actions as h2pfu1L Or hstil end in
the historical experience on w*ich they draw to clarify ptewiat Phe=="&*
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'Tbase differences involve political and psychological factors,, even if
to no greater extent than assigning utilities to different levels of

Ueho~oloiol perforvmace and currency cost.
The fouth observation was that currently enailable information on

the political eMd psychological factors germane to weapons system evalu-

Stiono selection,, and presentation tends to be expressed with sufficient

looseness to make its analytic manipulation difficult and,, given the ab-

siea of testable models, predicti.onq and solid data, tends to be treated

asif lacking In credibility. That is,, political and psychological inputs
to the weapons syster decision process tend to be viewed as matters of

---oor 1expeience" in which one seasoned man's vord in no better

than that of another. Our fiftha and final observation vas that there is
no clear apenamt In the behvioral sciences on what is the most useful
thecry, method, ov data to use in evaluating the political and psychological

factors geramwn for decisions on U. 8. defense postures.
These observations; led to a series of assumptions about policy research

requlrnts. The first and second observations led us to conclude that

research vas seriously needed to begin constructing explicit and systematic

public models of the nature of major foreign go'verments,, the American

public, the American defftse coomaity,, and international relations. The

Imptent policy implicati.on of suc~h models is to confront public and
private models- and to rake explicit the political and psychological as-
s~umptions Involved In the paraimeters of cost-effectiveness analyses. This

does not nman that. the bavioral sciences mist or can am generate algo-
rithm to ARove the weapons, acquisition process. It does man that
they should and can amov ok toward ano extplicit and fruitful hmaristics
for this rcs

The third observation lW us to conclude that research mes needed
cc the attributes of the difterut Important audiences for U. S. wepons

EYSt decisions. By Impartants we masn auiiieas w*os _0p8se
.Iiiicaaly ffect the costis and gains of particuamr weapon systems

deCISIoMe SIUaOe the timw fuaure Involved In moder weapons system

we lomgj, it vm ceamr that research would hmv to be in terms of an-
dim"e attribute s painetho the period from adoption decision
to eplAWm t. b fourth obserntion led us to conclude that Inputs
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about political and psychological factors would have policy utility to '

the extent that they were more than matters of opinion, i.e., could be

tested and confirmed or disconfirmed. This conclusion does not confine

the realm of useful work to quantified analyses; it also includes psycho- r
logic paradigms which can be tested.

We can surLarize the policy research needs stated thus far no an

answer to one of the four questions which Alain Enthoven places in the

province of the defense analyst. His question is: "What does the

decision-maker need to know?" Our answer is that he needs, among others,

to understand his own political and psychological processes and those of

his different audiences which are germane to the evaluation, selection,

and presentation of weapons systems. The second part of this answer is

that he needs to know about these factors in forms subject to ianiru-

lation and confirmation.

OMr fifth observation led us to two conclusions. First, in_.all

the research would have to involve alternative theories, methods, and

data. Second, for the utility of these Iternative approaches to be

evaluated and for their findings to satisfy the requirement derived

from the fourth observation, they would have to be conducted according

to a comion set of criteria. We selected the criteria of: (1) explicit

relevance to the weapons system evaluation, selection, and presentation

Issues under conaideratic; (2) testability of findings; and (3) fore-

closure of the largest possible number of specific inquiries. The sense

of the latter criterion is similar to the concept of *strong inference*

stated by John Plait.1

Three attributes of ective/pessive defense hardwae tImplied research

directions suppleRntary to those above. First, on purely tocbnolojicai

dimensions, maebers of this hardmre class differ frc mejor current

deterrence system in that theUy operate to prevent dampe to self rather

than to inflict damage on others. 8ecoAd, passive defense is unque amo•

nuclear war systems in the extent to which it ipinges an the public.

Third, the military need for these s"steo dep As on the extent to which

p=w-sti.nt system are or erxt not i-o icipated to deter ,,uciear attaek, in

• . ,- . .. . ",•,€ • •...'--. .• . L• 4•



s6 4ites of sitiuationse through time. Those attributea Implied research

reqTdr~ants,# but ones mowe specific than ilptlied by the first set of

observatises

XMtbough e~eZent vwok (e g.. Project Kicheloon) has been done on

the political and pazjchologic.J. characteristics of deterrence by means of

punislont ej~temi, the firsi, attribute of active/passive defense systems

implied that we could not t-utom,-Lically apply this work to davage-limi ting

systems.- the -et~e..; and Lr.ture of symmetry between the two hardware

classes is umknom'~ and a critical inquiry area. The second attrtoute imi-

plied that, the American public response significantly affects the credi-

bility of Wn U. S. passive defense hardware to American and foreign elites.

Thus, the American public eannot be treated as a relatively minor actor ini

the evaluation., selection, and presentation of passive defensco systems

even if these comiprise a relatively smnal. part of our total continental

defense irivent~iry. The third attribute implied that active/passive de-

fense systemsa cannot be evaluated independently of determining the extent

to which 'ýýreigrn governments are adequately deterred by U. S. offensive

6.3 P~~Rt4 HtOQmE

The working group has consisted of individuals whose disciplinary

affiliations include anthropology, political science, psychiatry and

social psychology, anil whose technical skills include content analysis,

simulation., survey interview analysis,, area studies and non-directive

interviewing. It was assiumed that: (1) each group member would use his

particular tl~eoretical, methodological, and/or regional ski]2 s to prepare

a paper;(2) the project resources w.ould confine the authors to reanalysis

or available data and theory or to spin-offs from work in which they were

already engaped; (3) the group would work within the perspective summarized
in the preceding :ection of this report; and Q4) to the e~xtent possible,

the mem~bers would try to compare the political and psy.,hological implica-

tions of four hypothetical active/passive defense postures at two points

in ti~me-*a4optV( announcement and operational deployment. The postures,

summarizeli in the Appendix,, were basically those of: unilateral public

freeze and arms reduction proposals (1); defacto freeze (II); moderate

*~ ~ ..........
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ADM increments without civilian involvement in passive defense (ImI);

and massive active and passive defense buildup, including extensive

civilian involvement (IV).

The reet of this report states exgales of research conclusions and

implications, organized in analytic rather than individual paper units.*

As this organization suggests, the following examples derive from the

papers but are not direct statements of individual autthors or statements

submitted for group approval. To a degree which specific papers make ex-

plicit, the policy implications represent inferences which have yet to be

tested. The following examples are c!ganized in terms of: (1) rules,

which are not country, weapons system, or situation-specific, about the

effects of 1-3sic variable positions on policy responses; (2) reviews of

analogous historical a~d artificial universes; (3) work on establishing

the political and psychological parameters of important strategic actor

responses to alternative po3tures; and (4) lists of research priorities

and research design ideas.

6.3.1 General Rules

6.3.1.1 The eytent to which an increase in defensive weapons

will be perceived and responded to as different from

an increase in offensive (i.e., punishing) weapons by
American and foreign elites is a function of differ-

ences in context, time, source, and cued response.

This rule states that foreign and American governments will perceive U. a.

continental protection decisions as distinct from strategic offensive and

limited-war forces to the extent that they are (a) adopted and deployed

in situations different from those in which we have tended to acquire the

latter two types of military capability; (b) distinct in time from acquiring

and using offensive military capabilities; (c) distinct in organizational

location from organizations which control offensive defense systems, espe-

- cially attack missiles; and (d) distinct in responses cued by the American

government for foreign governments from those frequently cued for offensive

increments. An example of this last point in: to the extent that the

American government tends to suggest responses for foreign governments

The individual papers and a compendium of major conclusions and policy
implications will be publicly available in the near future.



otber thn aemnatory force increases or accep•ting increased military

infeit•ity, the foreign overnment will tend to perceive a continental

S ;tot•• ilen Increment As distinct in meaning frc an offensive increment.

-(MviwusI, all of the above distinctims operate only to the extent that

they ar* perceived by the freign audience.

6-3.-1.2 A decrease or freeze in defensive capabilities will be

responded to or interpreted as indicative of positive,

or neutral, intent to the extent that it in reinforced

sufficiently to counteract established beliefs about

hostile intent.

The iaplications of rule 6.3.1.1 refer to continental protection postures

MIf and IV; those of rule 6.3.1.2, to postures I and II. If an active/

passive defense cutback or freeze is to have tension-reducing or stabilizing

consequences, this rule implies that it should occur in a context of: (a) a

set of salient policies which indicate friendly or neutral intent to spe-

cific governments; (b) authoritative communications that indicate that the

freeze or cutback involves continental defense systems of real value; and

(c) decisions to maintain the posture for a period of time sufficient to

imply commitment to it.

These three types of behaviors, as positive reinforcements for the

initial sttm.ulns, are essential if the stimulus is to be received by usu-

ally suspicious foreign governments as genuinely friendly or neutral in

intent.

6.3.2 Analogous Universes

6.3.2.1 The adverse effects which were predicted for active/

passive defense increments in the first forty years of

this century were not realized and resemble those

effects predicted for currently envisioned increments.

Several implications of this statement are too complicated to develop

properly in a report of this length. The obvious ope which can be easily

stated is that current predictions about effects (adverse or positive) of

continental protection systems may not be a function of attributes of the

bardware or contemporary strategic situation. During this historical

~~.1N
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period, different attitudes about a.tive/passive defense seemed to corre-

late with different general attitudes about war and peace, which suggests

that the source of anticipated consequences of continental protection may

bear little relation to continental protection per se.

6.3.2.2 Since city-walls were almost universally present in

civilized, but preindustrial, societies, this indicator

of passive defense is not appropriate for determining

historical relationships between level of passive de-

fense and domestic or external attributes and events.

Presence of passive defense hardware (primarily city-walls for this his-

torical universe) does not explain variation in either domestic attributes,

e.g., information flows, or external events, e.g., aggression against hos-

tile powers. The orientation of the political unit's national security

posture (relative emphasis on defense or offense) seems to be a more

promising avenue for clarifying variations of these kinds. This tentative

result does not demonstrate that currently proposed active/passive defense

hardware would not observably affect our domestic climate and international

success. However, it does suggest that evaluations of these weapons system

effects which abstract them from possible policy environments artifically

magnify their consequences for our domestic and international affairs.

6.3.2.3 Inter-nation simulations suggest that: (a) gradual

increments in defensive systems do not increase the

incidence of war; (b) rapid increments are correlated

with increased number of wars in 50% of the cases and

not correlated in 50%; and (c) the level of active/

passive defense is positively correlated with esca,-

lation of wars that do occur.

These conclusions are particularly germane tV, postures III and IV. The

variance in result (b) could not be explained. Since it relates to an

important question, it would be fruitful to pirsue the problem. Con-

clusions (a) and (c) imply: since gradual defense Increments do not in

themselves increase the probabilities of war, any adoption and deployment

programs should be staged over considerable time periods; and rapid

oA
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"tin-• mts in continental protection should be associated with controls

• " -6.3.3 Current Actors

••6.3.3.1 Soviet leaders are unwilling to bargain for or par-

ticipate in a cutback or freeze on active/passive

howeland defense. They do not seem to regard passive

defense or a few-city deployment of active defense as

threatening, and they perceive U. S. continental defense

increments as significantly less threatening than in-

crements in offensive systems.

The first sentence is germane to postures I and II; the second sentence,

to postures III and IV. The implications of these conclusions for these

postures are (a) postures I and II will probably not be reciprocated

by the Soviets; (b) posture III probably will not affect Soviet military

policy significantly; and (c) the Soviets may view even posture IV posi-

tively if the funds for it are diverted from offensive systems. These

implications assume that any of the continental protection postures are

not announced or deployed in a tense international period.

6.3.3.2 Chinese Communist leaders perceive U. S. continental

protection alternatives as essentially irrelevant to

their strategy of "people's wars of liberation" and

to the uses to which they plan to put their nuclear

capability in the next decade.

Thus, American officials should not evaluate continental defense postures

in terms of altering "the challenge" which Communist China will pose or of

intersecting military actions which the Chinese will tend to take. Active/

passive defense of our territory cannot effectively counter the Chinese

support of sub-limited and mobile warfare by proxies and the use of CPR

nuclear weapons for regional leverage.

6.3.3.3 French elite attitudes indicate that American defensive

increments would not basically affect French support for

an Atlantic alliance or commitments to nuclear autono@y.
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This conclusion suggests that the relationship of Americen continents.l

vulnerability to the "credibility" of the American nuc~lear umbrella. is

a paper issue, that our continental defense posture will not directly

affect our relations with France., and that the costs and gains of alter-

native postures should thus be determined excluaive of France.

6.3.4 Future Research

6.3.4.1 Research priorities. The followinig list of pr4,orities
does not specify the more promising methodologies:

(a) more refined analys~es of Soviet and Chinese re-

sponses in situations of different inte~rnatioinal

tension levels and sets of actors;

(b) analyses of the responses of major friendly European

(particularly British and German) and Asian (particu-

Ilarly Indian and Japanese) governments to:

(i) unilateral increments in U.S. continental

defense;

(ii) military assistance in the form of defensive

systems;

(c) developing replicable quantitative procedures to

monitor changes in foreign elite perceptions of

U. S. continental protection decisions between the

time of announcing the decision and operational

deployment;

(d) exploring the intersections between the probable

dasma~ge-limiting effects of different active/passive

defense postures and the utility at conflict curves
employed by American officials;.and

(e) analyses whiich clarify the relationships between

American public criticism of alternative continental
protection postures and the sources and costs of

these alternatives.

6.3. 4.2 Example of ideas for future projects,. suggested by indivi&..

Mal authors. The folloWing brief ex~aple iian idea for

• •.•.•. -- -. .>-
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researching the last (e) research priority. The study
would be concerned with selected groups of influentials

MAn opinion leaders to determine:

(6) the ez•tet to which they respond to source rather

than content of commnications about continental

defense;

(b) hao end the extent to which differences in attitudes

toward and information about personal, national, and

internatioval affairs affect their responses to these

ceomications; and

(c) their tendencies to respond to communications with a
variety of public behaviors.

Such a study should begin to clarify: the extent to which the nongovern-

mental response is a function of the identity of authorities who support

and oppose the pokities; the nature and influence of other attitudes and

information which affect reactions to policies; and the probable pattern

of nongovernmental actions, which obviously affect the credibility of the

policy to foreign governments and its costs and gains for American official.

6.4t FCmTwc(~mG PAPUs

The following papers will becose available in the next few months.

The first paper states the policy implications of the others.

1. D. B. Bobrov - Cons~euences of Alternative Active/Passive

Defense Postures: First-Order Conclusions

General Rules

2. P. Ratoosh - Defense Decision-Making: Cost-Effectiveness

Modells Wad Rationality

3. 1. Worth -A Partial ,L•,2y and Hypotheses Cancernina Active

and Passive Defense Systems and the Tpesa of Resmpose They
seN L. to Evo
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Analagous Universes

~4. G. Quester -Historical Analogies to the Problem of Active

and Passive Defense

5. R. Naroli1 - A Possible Cross-Historical Survyf of Active and

Passive Defense

6. J. Raser - Studyi!% Effects of Continental Defense Through

Simu-2-t ion

Major Current Actors

7. 3. Hartley - Prediction of American Public Response to a Damaoe-

Limiting Program

8. M. Gorden - A Cost/Benefit Analysis of French Elite Attitudinal

Response To American Active and Passive Defense Systems

9. D. Bobrow - Chinese Camunist Response to Alternative U. S.
Active and Paisive Defense Postures

10. J. Thomas - Soviet Perspectives on Active and Passive Defense

11. R. White - The Genuineness of Soviet Elite Fear of American

12. B. Wedge - Estimation of Soviet Response to Alternative U. S.

* Defense Postures



6.5.1 Irpotbstical Alterntive Active
sand Psasive Defense, Postures

IM- fe110ing postures are in order of Increasing technological
ospabmlti ama &]ll- cost.

L.51. Alm RecIon 2oward Complet. Vulnerabilit

2M U. I. gomerment undertakes to freeze its active and passive
defense but to contlinue research on such systems. We offer to participate
in a s~ge reduction of existing active defense (th~e SAGE system,, airplane
interceptors, radar warning networks end antisubwaine patrols) and passive
defense (rema'e Abelter sipns,, stockpiles., warning sirens, etc.). The
freese, is wniasteral; the reduction., multilateral. Inspection is a con-
dition for reduction. This posture tends to decrease expenditures on
active and passive defense.

6.5.1.9 SWU

Without formal announcement, the U.S. government in effect stands
'pat and maintains the present system of dot, t.e against bomber and sub-
marine delivered attack with no sieiificant .Iatiaissile capability. Pas-
sive defense continues along presect lines which means,, in effect, fallout
shelters concentrated at the center of major cities (countervalue targets).
Rural areas have few shelters as do areas near counterforce targets which
are also countervalue targets. The population does not ergage in passive
defense drills nor do the shelter* contain more than austere two-week
sunly kits. Beendl a~s are on the order of $2 billion per year.

6.5.1.2 M~ild Ufor OLiit Attacks

Both activeaend passive defense are expenodedwith the bulk of increased
expenditure going into an area defense sy34imm of Antimissile missiles. The
missiles would Prlmartly be of~ high-altitude character. The fallout
shelter systims would be expanded to conform to national population distri-
butiones largely tWOOgh additions of sall sheters with low radiation
protection factors in suburbs and rural are"s. the population ioes not



engage in passive defense drills nor do the shelters contain more than

austere two-week supply kits. Expenditures would be on the order of

$25 billion over a five-year period.

6.5.1.3 Build Up for Maximum Protection

Extensive and expensive changes are scheduled in both active and

passive defense hardware. In the former, existing air defense is up-

graded through improvements in command and control; area defense anti-

missile missiles are accompanied by Nike-X protection for fifty of our

most important cities (i.e., high-altitude and low-altitude missiles),

"antisubmarine detection systems are strengthened and accompanied by a

continuous air surveillance of nearby waters and a capability to deal

with low trajectory submarine-launched missiles. The full-fallout-shelter

program mentioned in the previous posture is accompanied by a connected

system of blast shelters in fifty of our most important cities. The

population becomes familiar with these blast shelters through peacetime

use and occasional drills. The shelters are stocked for 30-dar occupancy

and with some supplies for immediate recovery activities. Expenditures

would be on the order of $50 billion over a five-year period.

1:P
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7. DYNAMICS OF AMEICAN NATIONAL SECURITY ATT~ITUDES

Davis B. Bo1brow

7.1 INTRODUC~TION

This project inm _stigates the dynamics of American national security

attitudes by means of secondary analysis of over one hundred national svr-

veys conducted since the use of atomic weapons against Japan. This report

deals with the reasons for the project and the tasks completed in transform-

ing the old surveys into a working data base. The analysis we )1an for the

future will implement and test the reasoning presented in the problem his-

tory section of~ this report.

7.2 PROBLEM HISTORY

The fruitfulness of this project depends on the assumptions that:

(1) American national security attitudes are relevant to U.S. defense

policy; (2) certain types of analyses of U.S. national security attitudes

are pa~rticularlly powerful for evaluating, selecting,, and implementing de-

fense policies; and (3) previous public opinion surveys are appropriate

data sources for these analyses. Each assumption is discussed in more

detail in the fo~lowing sections.

American national security attitudes are relevant to U.S. defense

policy. In this project "American" attitudes refer to those of the general

public,, not to those r'1f p'vernment officials or influential& outside the

national government. we assume that general public attitudes are perune

to defense policy in those situations when;

IFor a more extensive discussion of t.he points made in this report wid
a bibliography of especia~l relevant technical literature, see my
"International Interactions, Surveys and Computers," pr sented at the

-Computers and the Policy-*Muig Community Institute, Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory,, Livermore, April 4i.15,, 196.

The work feported, here was done by t m following in addition to the
author: Douglas N-yp Allen and Pamela Wilcox, and Eric Vordbeim during
the summer or 1965; Sue Berryman Bobrow and Patricia Defenderfer during
the whole perod covered by this report.

4~..
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3.. The def-60a policy- under discussion cannot be impl~mented

without public -cooperation;

SPublit attiltiudes, uignificantly affect the domestic political

costs and rewavda of alternative defense policies and defense

avn6 nc0Seflt policies;

ý3. P*Ubl1 attituades uignificantl.y affect. internationala costs

&nd rewaxds of alternative defense policies and defense

announcement policies, in cases when foreign governments

evaluate U.S8. intentionis and capabilities partly on the

basis of U.S public responses to U.-S.- defense policy; and

ki. Public attitudes are used as indicators of how and the ex-

tent-,to which physicrJ. measures to preserve the nation affect

the quality of the society which they are designed to defend.

Certain types of analyses of attitudee are particulaxly power~i'ul for

evaluating, selecting, and implementing defense policies. Even if we

assume that public national security attitudes are relevant to defense

policy in the above vituations., we still have. to make another set of

&ssuamtions (decisions) about what we need to know about these attitudes

to realize their explanatory power.

The first assumption is that interviewees respond to specific national

security questiuns partly in terms of primitive (in the sense of fundamental)

beliefs anid-feelings about the world and the actors in it. This assumption

derives from two logically previous assumnptions:

I. The concept of nati-..&l. security involves possibilities of de-

privation and lo3s of control, and thinking about it thus tends

to yroduce more emotion in the individual than some other types

of national policy; and

2. 1h'ttional security involves actiozB which are quite unrelated to

the personal experience, substantive knowledge,, and daily con-

cerns of mny members of the public.

These two assivaptions seem particuJlarly tenable for the post-World War 11

decades,, characterized as they are by immensely destructive possibilities,

complex and rapidly changing military technologies,, and world-wide American

sec..ilty iavolvements. They imply that specific questions., which seek speci-
fic opinions and ar" useful igor researching voting and some forms of consumer

beh~.vlorsp may not necessarily elicit for national security issues what
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casual inspection of the responses would indicate they are eliciting.

When an interviewee responds to questions about ias~us which tend to be

relatively emotion-arousing, about which he has little information,, and

to which he does not pay prolonged attention, it seems reasonable to sug-

gest that his responses are less in terms of the specific question and

more in terms of his pr~imitive beliefs and feelings about the vorid., eeg.,

feelings of personal security/insecurity; efficacy/lack of efficacy. Lo-

cating the germane basic belief-emotion structures requireR a generic kind

of analysis, known as latent structure analysis., for which tools such an

factor analysis are appropriate.

The second assumption is that interviewees respond to specific national

security questions partly in terms of opinions about other specific ques-

tions not obviously germane to national secuarity questions. For example.,

a 68-year-old, male respondent is asked whether he thinks his city should be

ringed with anti-ballistic missiles. He responds "No,, I sure don't." He

may respond thus not because he feels that all individuals are without ef-

ficacy (i.e.,, can do nothing to control their fate--a primitive belief), or

because he feels that missiles are technically not worth the cost (a situ-

ation-specific belief), but because he thinks that caough money is going

into defense and more should go into Medicare (a belief about a specific

question not automatically included in the national security domain). In

this case, then, the specific national security qv~estion elicited a re-

sponse., not in terms of primitive beliefs or knowledge about the specific

situation involved in the question,, but in terms of opinions about hrew the

federal government should spend its money. To determine the meaning of re-

sponses of this type requires analysis of clustersj, or syndrceaes, of speci-

fic opinions in which national security opinion, might be imbedded., i.e..,

with which they correlate highly. Technique. appropriate to this kind of

analysis are correlational in. nature.

The third assumption is that many of the important relationships at

public national security attitudes to the evaluation, selection,, and im-

plementation of defense policies involve questions about the stability

and change of attitudes, iLe., questions about if and howr different national

security policies make a difference in public attitudes. Questions of this

nature require two types of analyses: trend analysis of public attitudes

at different points in time and senvitivity analysis of public b~ttitudes in

different contexts of international and domestic events.

4
V.. ...
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The fourth assumption is that all groups of the American public, and

thus their attitudes, are not equally relevant to all national security

problems and policies. For example, the success of a specific national

security policy may depend partly on the contribution of certain skill

or sex/age groups in the population. Thus, it is the attitudes of these,

and not other, groups which are germane to the policy. We need an ex-

tremely large and varied pool of respondents if we are to isolate groups

of respondents according to a variety of criteria without losing statistical

significance.

Previous public opinion surveys are anpropriate data sources for these

analyses. Essentially, this assumption involves assumptions about the

fruitfulness of survey data and of data from large numbers of old surveys

conducted over a significant period of time.

Fruitfulness of survey data:

1. If we are interested in the national security attitudes of

the general American public, national cross-section surveys

(i.e., surveys whose sampling enables their results to be

extrapolated to the American population as a whole) represent

the least interpreted and statistically least distorted source

of public attitudes.

2. National cross-section surveys ask questions about a large

variety of topics presumed relevant to the American public

and thus have data appropriate for elucidating the primitive

belief and opinion syndrome response sets.

Data fruitfulness of large numbers of old surveys, conducted over

time and comparable in sampling frame and types of questions:

1. Although distorting artifacts of the survey method cannot

be completely controlled in any single survey, these arti-

facts are reasonably constant across a series of surveys.

Differences revealed by analyses of the series are thus

probably less a function of survey artifacts than of genuine

difference;

2. More complex and varied latent structure and syndrome frameworks

can be constructed because of the greater range of questions

and larger respondent pool provided by a series of surveys;
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3. Analysis of attitude trends and of the sensitivity of atti-

tudes to different contiguous domestic ana foreign events

can be conducted on a series of surveys;

14. A large range of statistically significant groups can be

located in the large respondent pool of a survey serie;

i. Predictions and models derived from part of the survey

series can be tested on other parts; and

6. Re-analysis of a series of old surveys costs considerably

less than a new national cross-section survey.

Obviously, a more sophisticated description of American national

security attitude dynamics does not in itself provide more help to pro-

ponents than to opponents of a specific policy, to public officials than

to private citizens. It is also obvious that analyses of old surveys are

not sufficient to construct and validate predictive models of U.S. national

security attitudes. However, we suggest that these analyses will represent

significant progress in constructing such models and v Ai locate those

questions which have to be answered by other means, including those of new

surves using innovative techniques.

7.3 PROBLM PROGRESS

During the period covered by this report, we assembled the survey

material (questionnaires, code books, and response data) and designed and

implemented a system to manage it. During the Spring of 1965, we contacted

Lhe following survey data repositories: the Research Office of Sociology

of the University of Pittsburgh, the Roper Public Opinion Research Center,

and the Survey Research Center of the University of Michigan. The surveyp

which we obtained are listed in chronological order in Appendix A.

We designed the data management system acc~rding to the following

criteria:

1. Accuracy (unedited representation of survey content);

2. Routinised input and output (standard, conomica*auA rapid

setup of survey data for the system);

.. 4'>
rFV
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3.- ihipulatioe (input and output formats which the analyst

t. I t1~ty(wtltpl* use of the data); and

5. Rtticlenqe of search and retrieval (reaey location and

-:' eutractiAM of all and only relevant material).

abell ed sytem RAPID, mur system is in the same tradition as work

wldWWW at the Inter-University Consortium for Political Research and

N.I.T. We do believe that the retention of the complete question text

and respo•se categories and the survey volumes and indexes give RAPID

advantages over other systems on criteria 1, 3, 14, and 5 (above). Since

the field of survey data management is changing rapidly, these advantages

may well be tenorary.

The application of RAPID involved five tasks which are now complete.

To have some idea of the effort required to complete these tasks, the

reader should realize that these operations were performed on 113 surveys,

which contained over 7,000 question-answer units administered to well over

1 00,000 respondents.

1. The question pacage. The question package consists of:

a. Descriptive information about the question (techniques

- of eliciting the response and dependence of the question

on other questions), and

b. Literal text of the question and its response category

code.

To produce the package, we had, first, to prepare the over 7Z000 questions

and response codes for typists and keypunchers and, second, place the key-

punched material in our data base. In Fig. 7.1, the background is a typical

survey schedule page. The insert indicates how we have integrated and

clarified the material from the schedule and the acccmpanying code book

as input for keypunching.

2. The data package. The data packsge cawsists of:r

a. Responses given by intervievees,

.- .7
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b. Response f1rquencies for different answers to a partic-

ular question, and

*. A set of statistical measures of the distribution and

""-eificanc oat the r eepons.

To p1'ode the paaele, new nominal statistics were developed and programs

prepared to ap~ply ezidting statistics for ordinal and interval data- De-
siped to masur the distribution of response frequencies, the nominal

statistAcs are applicable to response codes unsuitable for scaling.

Figure 7.2 Peents an asle of such a question and the nominal statistics

package beneath the data table. Figure 7.3 presents an ordinal question, and

the ordinal statistics package appears belov the data table. Because most

of the surveys were not prepared tor computer manipulation, the pattern

in vhich the data were punched posed a large variety of difficult problems.

Instead of the one-punchoper-card column of modern data processing mores,

we confronted instances where several answers to a question were punched

In a particular colon,, where a column was divided between two questions,

where a question occupied more than one but less than two columns. These

all Imposed significant prograing problems which had to be overcome.

3. The !%U ~t gLe. The support package consists of the

folloving information for each question-data universe:

a. Date of the •axwvey,

b. Name of survaey orgnization,

a. Gurvey identification number,

d. Scope of the sample, (e.g., National)

.e, -luer of the question, and

f. Card and ooloon loeation of data for the question.

Procedures were developed and applied for mahine preparation of moat of

this pacUa.

Iik. Intewri,•n oest~on. dataa,..nda tuart .v c..kala. The purpose

of this step vas to merge the question, data ani support

paekags for a particular question-answer unit. vviouslyy,

I~ 1II<. .+
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a number of control and checking devices had to be developed

an~d applied to insure thdt the correct three pack!ages were

merged.

5. Miar~ter output. The master output consists of:

a. Survey data books which present the merged material

for each question-answer unit in the survey. Figures 7.2

ind7. 3 illustrate data book pages - With these data-books,

the researcher can immediately plot the co-occurrence of

response frequencies within a survey and trends across

survey for the total set of respondents.

b. Key-Word-In-Context indexes of the question and saxwer

text. Illustrated in Fig. 7-.&, the UrB, indexes provide
a flexible and efficient search and retrieval tool.

7.4 Z& iT? CHRONOLOGY

To enable us to study attitude sensitivity to different domestic and
internationaml contexts,, we developed a cemputer manipulable events chronol-

ogy for the period covered by the survey date (19I5-1964&). The chronology

contains aUl the events listed in the World Aimanac volume for that year

abstracted and placed in one of the foilolving categories:

a. Technology - U.S.

b. Technology - foreign.

c. Military - U.S.

d. Military - foreign.

e. Treaties, puacts bans,, foreign aid, - U.S. in"vt&ed

f'. Treaties, pacts, bans,, foreign aid -U.S. not involved.
g. Visits -U.S. to foreign.
h. Visits -foreign to U.S8

i. Visits -foreign to foreign.

J.Subversion - everywtirew
k. Scandals -U.S.

1. Race - U.S.

a. Labor amd economic -U.S.
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n. Elections - U.S.

o. Elections - foreign~.

p. Major speeches, congressional hearings and debates,
announcements of policy, bills,, executive orders,, etc.

-U. S.

q. Major speeches, policy announcements, etc. - foreign.

r. Verbal and loolitical exchanges - between U.S. and foreign.

s. Verbal and political exchanges - between foreign and
foreign.

t. Violence, wars,, coups,. incidents -, South American

u. Violence, wars, coups, incidents - elsewhere.

v. Meetings - Unite4 Nations., big 2 (3,4i), disarmament,
and test ban.

w. Meetings - NATO, GAS, SEATO,, aid other "alliance."

x. Meetings - Soviet bloc.

y. Meetings - other where U.S. not involved.

z. Other - everywhere.

To check on the inclusioin of major events, the categorized chronology was

compared with the summary section of the New Yor)h Times "Year ini Review.*

Figure 7.5 presents a page of events chronology computer output.

IF *,1 .Ip
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COMPUTER ACCESS CODE

WOWSCIR'EITS Of 04KA~o GILLS, IXSC~VS-V ORDERSo M MEtc. 1 PT6Oft O358

JULf.Y 191. POM10IOOI 0380

AUSTR A~goP?. 02.3~
P*. NAJCR SPEIC) ,..COMIUSSANALMIAAIRIGS AIM A OUATSo... 016140.5
ANWIW~lpERTS OF IPOLICV, fILLS, 8:1CUTIVE OROERS, SIC* ~ PM0R1*0l2I101I5

AUGST, 19416 PO1081601012014115
ATCVIL SIMAIM A9T 16 611AU. 211 AWWL P&SSIR -It miamm~flkfJsiL.
P. PAJRN SPEWIK41So C~t,'fERSfObOAL NEARINGS ANO DISAT15%, 90814020110% 160
*wNtICp.cuwu,.S OF POucy .eu1, C SIL i- CUMUV IE1ORM JLIC .O1422O1
V6 so SG8602931011160
AUGUT, #9It% P08114O20t201.160
$-SOPS IVALUr- INS CONRITYEI TELLS OP NEESTPOR M8416020141041160
EMIPNATION CE HI8L-100LAcfA... PQ$%&l2fl~flbiAfl
P. PAJCR SPIECIOES, CONCReSSI@RAL KMIfiR GS AND DEBATIESt P081.603011016110
AMIOUNCEPINTS Of POLICY, SILLS, EXECUTIVE ORDER~S, E'C. a P0811603021011ITO
U9.so PM41603031041TO7
AUGUST, 0 9114 6 0l63IOh7
DULLES SAYS NEW TENSIONS NOT TO CE PIGNI#OW INGeI MP08.030110411?

itAjC saverIEIS. rcaEOAl UIARVAAGw AND DimAtI.S F908118LDU.DNJJL.
ONWCUNCEWeNTS OP POLICY, SILLS, fXrCUTIVE ORDERS9 ETC. P031.60%02104.180

191. - - e - P0811600310O3 8011lwO

AUGUST. 94 P084160401204.180
PARSHALI. TE LLS- Of ..CItIICJLT.I-a"LIACHING -PEACEF UL .P0811601.011401.180

SETTLIPENT INI CHINA.I fog081O021.0191 so
JU PAICA 1PFE!CNPS. &ONCPELII L WUARMNS AND RISA11-1A1An~ib~
ANNOUNCEI'ENTS OF POLICY, BILLS, EXIECUTiVE ORDERS, E7C9 016520.9

AUGUST, 199%6 P081460501201190
NAVY ANN1.OUCES PLANS. - ORAt LOTLESSLPLANE" -CARRY- GOMMS 9- P0811605011.0.1.190
Pe PAJCR SPEECfevESv CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS MOO DEBATES, P081160601104.200
SHNOUNCEPENTS OFP POLICY, SILLS, EXEC~UTIVE ORDERS, Elf~.- PlI~lf~fI
U.S. P081.60603101.200
AUGUST, 194.6- 016021.0

* NAVY GUY TELLS OF SUCCESS OP BIKINI TFSTS9I P084.606014104200
P' 10AJCA SPEECHES, CONGRESSIONMAL NIARING&S-M.,DESATE-So-. .016710.
ANNOUNCEI'ENTS OF POLICY, BILLS, EXECUTIVE ORDOERS, ETC* P08101O2104201.I

AUGUST, 194.6 P081.60701201.210
HINDRERT HOOVER. TELLS OF MNEIACE OF COMN%#41$T ST" MUO~et~f P0810607014.04210
P# MAJCR SPEECHES, CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS A11O DEBATES, P081160801d01220
.ANNOUNCEP'ENTS O)F POLICY, GIL:-.So EXECUTIVE 0ADER29 MeTC - -016020.

UseP081.60803100L220
;;GUST.1j911A ......JDO.kGS01Zk?22.f.
ARVY ANKOUNCES GUICED P15511.1 PLANS.9 P081.60801 4016220
P. PAJCM SPRICPU,16 CON6RUSSIONAL HEARINGS ANOODU01 T189 P084.60901 1016230
ANNOUNCEPENTS OF POLICY, BILLS, EXECUTIVE ORDIRS, ETC.* P084.609021041230
U.S. .... P0811609031011230
AUGUST, 191.6 P001160C9012.01230

&l)N~~Dpsm PO* $wlI ML~Ia OF UI.3. LII IN~t Pa L1"CI5
Al ps*# P084.609024.04230
P. PAJC SPEECH4ES# CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS AND DEBATES, P0841.I0II011.21t0
A;NNIUNCEPENTS OF POLICY, SILLS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, ETC. P081.6100210.21.0
LOS* P084.61093104.240
AUGUST, 09916 P081.6 pooi20.21.0

-U*.s.- IAJLJI1TIER-CR.II .SLD ~IAVI ~ rue~j .i afft~I.AM.L -p.......2e 00L.14041.ZL0.
P. P4AJCRk SPEECPES, CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS ANDr DIBATES, P08416I0tI1J11250
ANIWCUNCEPOENTS OF POLICY, SILLS, EXECU11VE ORDERS, ETC. PCO1.61102101.zS0

Fig. 7.5. Evens'. Cbrmology Pae..
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7.5 APPENDIX A

7.5.1 Surveys in the Data Base

Key:

N•C --- National Opinion Research Center (University of Chicago)

SRC -- Survey Research Center (University of Michigan]

Gallup --- American Institute of Public Opinion

Roper --- Elmo Roper, Inc.

S3URVEXY ORGANIZ kT1ON ~ MONTH YEAR

NORC 133 August 1945

NCIRC 237 September 1945

Gallup 367 March 1946

INCKC 140 March 1946

ROPER 53 April 1946

ROPER 24 may 1946

NCIRC 143 June 1946

Gallup 375 July 1946

Gallup 378 September 1946

Gallup 379 September 1946

NORC 144 September 1946

hORw 146 November 1946

NCRC 149 April 1947

NORC 150 April 1947

ROPER 60 May 1947

N(RC 151 June 1947

NORC 152 October 1947

ROPER 59 November 1947

NCRC 155 February 1948

NCRC 156 March 1948

ROPER 64 March 1948

NOBC o89 May 1948

NC'•C 158 June 1948

NORC 160 July 1948

ROPER 67 July 19048-



"N :A

x= 161 October 19483

'X 71 October 1948

S12November 1948
7LW 163 January 1949

140 66J'Afuay 1949

342 I& March. 1949

wM~C165 April 1949

1xx6W June 1949

~C169 September 1949

~C170 October 19..9

3420 273 January 1950

z3~276March 1950

NCIC 82June 1950

NCUC 287 July 19,50

Galu l6OAugust 1950

NMI~ 8 September 1950

N(~ 23.October 1950

an 089 October 1950

Galup 67November 1950

*(SC --92 November 1950

Inc • 94 November 1950

SDecember 1950

Ni"C 295 December 1950

Gallup 470 January 1951

NC1.C 298 January 1951

Ga-Ull 471 February 1951

Gal.Uup 472 March 1951

N ,9C 3 .00 March 1951

NO.IC 302 April 1951

NORC 307 May 1951

N-I•C 303 June 1951

Gallup 477 July 1951i --SRC 302 August 1951

N•C 37 Ma 19Y
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SMUf R GANIZATIONUJ MONTHn Yza1

Gallup 480 September 1951

NCRC 314 November 1951

NORC 315 December 1951

NQRC 317 February 1952

NCARC 320 March 1952

SRC 136 March 1952

NORC 323 April 1952

NCRC 325 May 1952

NCC 327 June 1952

NCC•C 332 October 1952

NORC 333 November 1952

Gallup 514 April 1953

NOC 339 April 1953

NC-RC 341 June 1953

Gallup 517 August 1953

Gallup 519 August 1953

NOC 347 August 1953

NORC 348 September 1953

Gallup 521 October 1953

NCIC 349 November 1953

sRc 408 March 1954

Gallup 529 April 1954

N•C 355 April 1954

Gallup 531 May 1954

N(RC 363 September 1954

NORC 365 November 1954

NQRC 366 January 1955

Gallup 544 March 1955

NGRC 370 March 1955

NORC 372 June 1955

Gallup 552 August 1955

NOWC 374 August 1955

NQRC 376 September 1955

-- V



XW 378 October 1955

0,V 379 November 1955

OW 382 Jyanuauy 1956

UC386 Apri1 1956

wO 418 Mer 1956

Gailup 566 June 1956

Gallup 622 December 1956

Gallup 576 December 1956

NMC 401l December 1956

Gallup 582 April 1957

NCRC 40O4 April 1957

Gallup 592 November 1957

Gallup 598 April 1958

Gallup 612 March 1959

Gallup 617 Augubt 1959

"Gallup 639 December 1960

Gallup 6824 MAY 1961
Gallup 69&7 June 1961

Gallup 6148 July 1961

Gallup 649 August 1961.
Ga'up 650 September 1961

Gallup 651 October 1961

8ORC 144 October 1961

allup 652 November 1961

Gallup 662 August 1962

Gallup 666 December 1962

NIC 1.10 June 1963

NORC 330 December 1963

NRtC 640 June 1964

,. M wCc o .i
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8. DETERMINANTS OF INFLUENIALS' RESPONSES TO

-7-

COMWLJICATIONS ABOUT A NEGATIVE CONTIM4EIEY

Sue Berryman Bobrow

8.1 PROBLEM HISTORY

The project originated in observations of discrepancies between a

certain kind of negative contingency and the nature of action in relation

to it. We are using the idea of discrepancy as it is used in psychology:

for those cases where an objective observer looks at behaviors and cannot

see how they make "sense," in terms of any cultural criteria of inteligi-

bility.

The discrepancy of concern to us is that between the negative con-

tingency of deterrence failure and our continental protection (active

and passive defense) actions. This particular discrepancy implies the

following question: if certain individuals in a society anticipate that

a bad thing might happen (i.e., deterrence failure), why are members of

the society not taking coping actions comensurate with the nature of

the bad thing (e.g., arms reduction actions, developing and implementing

Represents contributions by Drs. Davis Bobrow (political sociology
Director's Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory), Keith Davis (social
psychology, Institute of Behavioral Sciences, University of Colorado)
and Lewis Dexter (sociology, Political Science Department, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) and Sue Berryman Bobrow (psycholofical anthro-
pology, Director's Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory).

The idea of discrepancy which seems to exist between the possibilities
of deterrence failure and our continental defense actions is appropriate
to other national and regional problems: for example, natural disasters,
air pollution, social disorganization. This is relevant because it has
been assumed in this project that: (1) the specific discrepancy of con-
cern to us cannot be explained only by properties of the individual case;
(2) properties of the class to which the case belongs may provide reasons
for the specific discrepancy which properties of the case cannot provide;
and (3) it is thus necessary to look at analogous instances of discrepancy
to locate the class and class properties of which these discrepancies are
examples.

J4-
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""ti.ve &W/or peslw defense options)? We "ime that all human beings

Ure reasons for tes of aetioa and inaction. The problem then becomes

! t to tera0es those reasons for action rersus inaction and for one type of

a"tiosQ/$8tf• oswatbew them another. It in not assmed that the discre-

valley sbau necesesaily be corrected. Even when the reasons for the

discrepany are satisfyingly explained, It may be agreed that there are

megood reasons to continme the discrepancy than to correct it. How-

e5ve', It is assumed that the reasons for the discrepancy should be under-

stood.

For social science readers the project may be seen as a study of

decision-making in a certain class of situations, i.e.,, negative con-

tingeney situations. Negative contingencies (bad things that migbt

happen in the future) my be seen as conceptually related to crises

(bad things that will almost inevitably happen) and to disasters (bad

things that have bappened), and thus the study of the first type as

related to studies of the second and third types. This project is par-

ticularly in the tradition of recent studies of decision-making in crises,

such as the Stanford Studies on Conflict and Integration, 1960-1966, and

so=m inter-nation simulations such as C. Hermnn, 1965.

*Classifying reasons as either "rational" or "irrational" is not helpful
in any objective analysis of human behavior. From one perspective be-
havior my be Irrational, but from another it is completely rational.
Given his motives, what he knows, and what he knows how to do, an in-
dividual always has reason enough to do what he is doing. For example,
an individual may be unable to participate in social practices (means
of coping) which are associated with being guilty, anxious, or ashamed,
either because: (1) he is a member of a culture which has never devel-
oped these coping mean, or k2) be was never taught these. If he is
exposed to the affect of guilt, anxiety, or shame, if the affect is
powerful, and If he has no means oz coping with the affect, a very sen-
sible and reasonable course is to defend against the affect by using ego
defense mechanisms. All of this says nothing about the possibility that,
for the health of the individual or group, it would be vise for him to
do something other than vhat he is now doing.

4,
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8.2 PROBLEM STATUS

8.2.1 Introduction

Pieces of heuristics or analytic systems, not necessarily fruitful,

exist in the social science literature for handling questions about the

determinants of influentials' responses to crises (bad things that will

almost inevitably happen) and to disasa.ers (bad things that have happened).

None, fruitful or otherwise, exists for handling questions about the de-

terminants of influentials' responses to negative contingencies (bad things

that might happen in the future), although the literature includes inves-

tigations of several single variables probably relevant to the questions.

Thus, this report is primarily concerned with progress tovard an

analytic system or heuristic, in terms of which data may be economically

and fruitfully gathered and analyzed. The need for developing such a

system should be self-evident: the question to which we are addressing

ourselves is not unmanageable, but it is large, and an analytic system

is essentially a means by which to limit search for solutions in large

problem spaces (Levy, 1956; Davis, 1965; Feigenbaum and Feldman, 1963).

For those familiar with the distinction between a heuristic and algorithm

in computer programming, mathematics, or logic, the coats and gains of a

heuristic approach are known: the important advantage is greatly reduced

search, and thus economy of effort. The possible, not necessary, dis-

advantage is that the best, and sometimes any or all, solutions may be

overlooked. The means by which the advantages are maximized, disadvan-

tages minimized, are frequently intuitive in nature and the least expli-

cit steps in the whole investigation process.

The events admissible for study in this project are restricted to

that class called "negative contingencies," although the one of over-

whelming concern to us is nuclear attack on the homeland. An event

"Levy (1956, p. 13) notes that a system of analysis may be defined as
a generalized description of germane phenomena which states the compo-
nent parts of the phenomena and some of the relationships among those
parts considered particularly : levant for the treatment to be attempted.
It is thus equivalent to a "model" or "paradigm" but not to a theory.

Refer to Bibliography for complete references.
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Mripsents an Instance of the negative contingency class when it manifests

O theE1ouwu" attributes:
1. the pzrabbiI~ty of the event'socwsring is loes than one (less

than certainty) but preater than zero..- (This attribute excludes

events not wee as gmnuias possibilities--e.g.j, the )brtians'

compost of the U.S.--or are seen as inevitable- -e.g., the pbysi-
co death of the bmmen being.)

2. if the event occus,, it is anticipated to advance through stages

recognized as Instances of crisis and disaster/catastroyhev the
former stage Implying iminent., significant deprivttion of valued
experiences; the latterj, that the deprivation has occurred. (Thin
.xcludes maevet seen, if they occur., as Xlesor nuisances,

i.e.j, as not Involving significant deprivation, such as a steve-
dor" strike at gut Coast ports.)

3.If the event occurs# it is possible to anticipate that it will

occur sufficiently in the fuure to allow influentials to select

responses that t&-* time,9 e *g.j, the developsent and execution of

coolicated. plans. (This excludes events which,, it they occur.,

are anticipated to occur short ly, thus makin~g loip,-term responses

If.i coping action is taken with vugard to the event, it is seen

to require collective or grou, as weLL as personal,, action.

If an event falls in the negative contingency 'i1ass isolated above.,

three initial conceptual taskrs have to be managed beforke we can begin to

talk about the nature of responses to the event and reason& for them.

These tasks involve elaborating the nature of the: (1) indepe'adent vari-

able, i.e., bow the contingency is coomiicated to the decision-maker;
(2) intervening variables,, i.e.,, why he rosponds the way he does; and

()dependent variable or outcome, i.e.,, what response(s) he makes.

The status of these tasks is described below in order of independent,,

dependent,, and intervening variables.

F. ., 7
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8.2.2 Independent Variable

When an influential (message receiver) in exposed to a comuication

about a negative contingency, whether a verbal statement or newspaper head-

line, he is in fact exposed not to a single stimilu # but to several types

of stimuli. The purpose of the following stimulus typ,.Logy is simply to

specify types of stimuli which can be present in such a commnicaton and

thus to specify the initial set of stimuli to which an influential can be
responding at time zero (TO). At least two empirical questions have to be
answered when this typology is used in collecting data: (1) what stimuli,,

out of the set listed below,, are actually present in the particular commi-

cation to ithe particular individual or group; and (2) can the individual's

or group 's response or responses be explained as responses to some or all
of the below stimillus types, or are they better explained as responses to

stimuli cue byhe stimulus types present at TOP e.g., to emotions such

as anxiety or to objects associated with one or more of the initial in-

puts?

An analysis of a sample of assertions (ccamaications) about a nogma-

tive contingency (e.g., "Said Hortense to Cellini: 'Y'knov,, those Mongols

may declare war on Brooklyn--would you look at all those missiles th~ey v

got--and that 'll be the end of your corner delicatessen unless you coverP

it up with a geodesic dcae. ") suggests that assertions about a negative

contingency can be categorized in termse of the folioving types of stimuli:
1. Threat verbalizer (Hortense). This is an optional stimulus comn-

poauent since the threat verbaliter is in saw cases the eaft as

the threat agent.

2. Threat agent (Mongols).
~.Threateniug event (declare war on Brooklyn).

11. Threat indicator *(missiles).

5. Deprivation (loas of corner delicatessen).

6. Suggested solution (covey with geodesic dome).

This typology should make explicit what should be, but frequently-

is not, the obvious point that even a simple statement about a bad thing

that might happen in the future involves stimLUl other 'than the bad thing
itself (declare war on Drooklynl). Implicitly we accept this, ass, for *x-

axple., in children's fairy tales where the messenger who brinp bW news

~ *N~ ~ -
lk 17ý
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Sthe MMn l010s his be#A fox hisv Act ýAv historical exuqle in Stalin'Is

%ViNUMt Of 48u0Malgu m10seaev Jbmeditaely hetae the German Invasion

'Of *&A10~ XMe Chldren wi-lerr'-and that the meusenger lost~ his head not

beemese. be censad the bad t~hi,- but because he verbalized it. Why the king

Co"es to rgsPood ovr to the threat verbalizer instead of to the threat

Itself Is so Interestin~g question and of interest to us,, but to bring in-

t013.s~i-me~W~..b1 U4-sct it Is essentis4. to include the threat ver-

baliUr In the set of stindi to which the king could be responding.

8.2.3 Dependent Variable

The following typology of "responses" represen,ýi list o~f the it~-

portant different kinds o~f responses which influenit'als con be observed

to select whemn they ane presented with ame coiimun! atiov abv~v a negati-v.a
contingency. 7.~ ljkto 16ýu.rpeet e s 2f bhvors we wxe

explain Why do &me influentials8 esaantially ignore the exis-

tence of the negativa contingency? AVy do otbers spend little energy in

actually trying to cape with the contingncy, but n. great deal in getting

others to agre with the that It can be hwAiled? Why do still Athers

take actions which are presnumed to r' rtribute to coping Vith the coutin-_
gencyl but in fact are analogous to 2 out. -4 sinking ship uith -a

Dixie cup? Obviously,, members of v, groVp or an individual at 'lifferent

polauz in time can u.nifisst more than one type of reaponse. Ir-ividuala

or groups wbic4 select the am* rnvz*e my~ also be sol)ivnting it for

very different reasons.
The readr must remember that none of the rollowing rexponses, is

4 ~~either necessari.ly sensible zfor~ kk Assetailng the reinponse in these

term requixres determining the --ircisantees under which the response uss.

chosen. Initially, we thouaght oftu probl.em exa why In? untiasi plar. or

don't plan for a negative conti~nc~y. Aside from the fact that the di--

cbotomous plan-don't plan blurred important differences in respnse, the

original orientation of the problem use bitsed. In favor of "planning."

Planning, which for us is closest to regponse 12 be;,is noýt necee-

sarily the opia teoueo a L*Aatia- -qnt1M!M, evea though rala-

tive to other cultures £meriokna place a high value on ideas ;nch an



"plans" and "planning." For example, not enough may be known ,,iboat the

properties of the contingency to make sensible plans, or the pricierties

may be known, but the group may not possess the Abilities to frara! sen-

sible plans.

As previously indicated, the following response typolag f lsts wh-;t

seem to be the important different i,ýnds of responses, not all thoue log-

ically possible. It can obviously be restructured at differqiit lev%;ls of

generalization: for example, the 12 outcome types can be divid,.A, into

an action class and non-action class, if action is defined as allocation

of rsuc~

Response Tyolg

1. A (A =actor =individua~l or Ctoup) is not aware S. n

(S -Stimulus, n -type of S) for physical reasons.V
2. A is not aware of S for perceptual reasons.

n
j .A is aware of Sn but acts as though he is not (does

not adnit S ~

a. den~ia fvograitive an&f..ecti%-e ignoring).

b. isolation of affect czd belief (effective ignoring).

L4. A is :vare of and. admits -> %ffectively and cognitively,
n

out~ tcnajders htmself as-,ttely "programed" (March And

Sl&ýon, .2958) to hadl-e

5.A is Aware of adadmits S but has little or no feeling

ohisa or 1~'s (0 iý.berm p-arson<, group, thing, or 1-lea

without specific object referent) efficacy in relation to i t.

6.A is aware of and admnits S nand has little or no feeling orf

hi~s efficac or apprcpriateress with regard to S, but be-

lieve that perhaps 0 does/sahould have efficacy.

A is aware of and admitas n and has little orno feeling of

his efficacy or appropriateness with regard to Sa but be-

lieves that perhaps 0 does/should bhavt efficacy, and seeks

discrisinant or Iilsoixriminaat validation for his belier.

8. A i.s aware of and admits S n, Lut decides that in relsrtion to

otbp'r S's, 8 does not require resource allocations at the
t4MW k prior.-ty" concept- 4 may be negative, but n~ot that

negative, and/or 4 my be possible, but not that possible).

7'1
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9, A is aware of and admts and allocates minimal resources to

n in order to maintain response flexibility (concept of "mwddling

tlrough," e.g., Lirablcv6 1959., a response frequert1y resorted to

wha individuali feel that the situation is not sufficiently clear

and certain on any of several dimensions to warrant responses that

set to involve more comittment).

10. A is aware of and admits S., allocates resources to cope with S,

but the resources allocated are manifestly disparate with the Sn

as A ubicly defines it, and A acts as though he is unaware of

the discrepawcy.

11. A iE aware of and admits Sn and allocates adeqate resourrces tc

remove (eliminate, demolish) it. A dnes this without regard for

the effect of this act for other goals, as he would define "•hese

if he were in another sta-;a (usually unemotional).

12. A is aware of and admits S amd allocates resource.n to reduce

Sn systeL.tically, with regard for the consequences of this

response for other goals.

Figure 8.1, below, is a type of flow-chart which diagrams outcomes

in terms of psychological requisites, i.e., it locates those branches

which have to be taken for subsequent outcomes to be possible. For

example, if a person wants another individual to come out at any of the

responses 4-12., rather than 1, he has to ascertain not only that the

other person is physically aware of the stimulus but also that he is

perceptually and emotionally aware of it. The figure also begins to

clarify what kinds of concepts are relevant for understanding the rea-

sons for one rather than another outcome. For example, to understand

individuuis who chose response 4 (routine already exists for handling

problem), the figure tells us we would not need to use concepts germane

to differentiating types of resources allocation responses.

3.2.4 Tntervening Variables

The task here has been to postulate those intervening variables

which most satisfyingly explain why influentials respond to one rather

than another stimulus anA choose one rather than another response to

. . .
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the cOoiAgMPWenc of nuclear attack (see BibliographY for the literature

60"rch involved in this task). Same variables are anticipated to be

"spacific to the nUclear attack case, such as the value an individual

placea oo course and the acts which he thinks manifest courage or

cotardice. Other variables are anticipated to relate to the class of

negative contingencies, as defined earlier in this report. as well as

'to the particular case. An example here is how comfortable an indi-

vidual is with fairly unstructured, uncertain situatiors, such as

events that a happen sometime in the future seem to be. This

second set of variables is emerging as very important for explaining

the discrepancy in the specific case simply because some of the reasons

individuals seem to choose one response rather than another have nothing

to de with nuclear war on the homeland but a 6xeat deal to do with those

properties of the case which are common to the class of negative con-

tingencies.

The conceptual problems involved in the intervening variables are

enormous relative to those of the independent and dependent variables.

Thus, most of our effort has gone into the intervening variables and

our progress here has been .lowest. The following list represents

eLaMlea of variables which we think identify powerful explanatory

phenomena. Although we are still in the process of defining the logic

. of these variables, their referents stated below identify them roughly.

Most of these variables derive from the psychological literature, which

simply means that ao fer we have spent more time on that rather than

- the social science literature.

1. future time perspective: nature of orientation toward the

future, as measured by the loaciion of individuals on the

following dimensions:

a. extension: the length of future time npan conceptualized.

b. coherence: the degree of organization of events in that

future time span (concept of synthesis ability). Statis-

tically, this variable is highly related to a dimension

labelled "inclination to explore and organize future

possibilities when the immediate situation is minimally

structured" (Kastenbaum, 1961).

i v
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c. density: number of distinct events and experiences which

the individual or group populates the future.

d. directionality: temporal realm (past, present, future) in

which the individual or grou is most confortable.

e. movement: degree of sense of moving forward in time.

2. desire to achieve success: a motive imputed to an individual

who is observed on a series of occasions to possess a capacity

for taking pride in accomplishment when a performance is success-

ful.

5. desire to avoid failure: a motive imputed to an individual who

is observed on a series of occasions to have a capacity for re-

acting with shame and embarrassment when a performance fails.
1 . intolerance for ambiguity: a trait imputed to an individual who

is observed on a series of occasions to desire visual or con-

crete feedback from the environment which allows him and others

to evaluate his performance.

5. inability to delay gratification (inability to control the self):

a trait attributed to an individual on a series of occasions

when he is known to desirn. long-term rewards and is unable to

sustain whatever effor; may be needed to attain them. It is

assumed that he would be able to secure the reward if he were

able to control the self.

6. dispositional self-confidence: a trait attributed to an indi-

vidual who is observed in a series of different kinds of situa-

ti•,,s to anticipate success as a result of his own actions.

7. situational self-confidence: a trait attributed to an indi-

vidual who is observed in a series of the same type of situa-

tion to anticipate success as a result of his own actions.

8. ego-defensiveness: a trait attributed to an individual who is

observed on a series of occasions to try to maintain an image

of a personally desirable nature.

A brief example, using some of these variables, should give a feel-

ing for, if not an understanding of, how we are working with these and

other variables not listed above. Presume that an influential interprets

i . p v i; ..A



4L cOaM icatiod about the posvibility of nuclear attack as a challenge

to Cope with a potentiallUy threatening situation. One of the considera-

tio that my very possibly affect his decision (response) to try to

-olve it, to try to get others to solve it, or not to try to solve it,

:is wbat are his or others' chances of succeeding or failing to cope

with it. A success assessment is not unimportant, particularly in this

culture where man of the rewards are distributed on the basis of the

individual's ability to do, to achieve. It is not difficult *o record

comments by influentials such as "I like to work on problems I can solve."

Nor is it difficult to observe the sensitivity of influentials, particu-

larly vulnerable public figures, to failure.

McClelland et al. (1953), Atkinson (1964), and others have devel-

oped separate models of the tendencies of individuals to seek success

and to avoid failure. Individuals who register strong tendencies to

approach success on the measures of the model have been observed to

enjoy coping with problems and tend to select those associated with

intermediate risk of failure. Lidividuals who register strong ten-

dencies to avoid failure on measures of the model have been observed

to dislike coping with problems, to avoid acting, or if they are con-

strained to act, to select problems associated with either very high

or very low risks of failure. The very low risk situation has low

probabilities of failure, while the high risk situation absolves

them of blame if they fail. Several factors seem involved in de-

termining an individual's tendency to seek success or to avoid failure.

These and their relationships can be stated in crude, but initially

useful, function statements for the tendency to seek success:

T Ma x Pa x Ia

where T8 - tendency to try to succeed.

Ma = dispositional motive to try to succeed

(same variable as our desire to achieve

success. Our variable of dispositional

self-confidence is conceptually related

to, but not the same as, the desire to

achieve. Dispositional self confidence

1T,
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seems to involve generalized beliefs that I

can do. The desire to achieve seems to in-

volve generalized beliefs that I want to do.)

P =probability of success,, or anticipation that

engaging in this activity will result in suc-

cess (same variable as our situational self-

confidence).

is= incentive of success, or attractiveness of

success at this activity. It is assumed in

the model that I = 1 - P . Thus this vari-
3 5

able does not involve external incentives to

perform the action, such as McNamara asking

the Secretary of the Army to do something.

The model assumes that external incertive

is held constant, although this would have

to be measured in real-life predictions.

Atkinson (1964, p. 242) assumes two different values for the motive
to achieve and demonstrates how these differences affect an individ-

ual's tendency to seek success in five tasks with different probabil-

ities of success.

Table 8.1
Tendency to achieve success (T ) as a Joint function

of Motive to achieve (Ms), Expectancy of success (P ),
"and Incentive value of success (Is) for individuals

in whom M =8. It is assumed that I= 1 - P.

(Ts aM X xP a x1 )
Task P I When"M 1 When M =

A .90 .10 .09 .72
B .70 .30 .21 1.68

C .50 .50 .25 2.00

D .- 0 .70 .21 1.68

E .10 .9o .09 .72

,, -~ • ... :! " .'•,• , ...
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, te obvi•o. Implication of the table is that the individual with the

M'gkwr di.positionsal motive to achieve will tend to approach tasks in

ordGw to achieve success and will tend to select that task of intermedi-

ate risk. If all other variables are held constant (e.g., external grants

o0 prestige), "d if It is asusmed that the problem of civil defense tends

to be perceived generally as an exceedingly difficult one (i.e., one with

relatively low probability of success), the implication is: those individ-

uals who are most dispoed to ac&t, to work on problems with the intention_

of succeeding with them, will not tend to spend their person"l and group

resources on a problem such as civil defense.

The model of the tendency to avoid fallure is similar, the major

implications being that the tendency to avoid failure, i.e., not to per-

form the task, is greatest when the dispos tioual motive to avoid failire

is high and the risks are intermediate. Since it is usually a3sumed that

individuals are motivated both to approach succe s and to avoid failure,

both tendencies have to be calculated and added to determine (within the

assumptions of the models) an individual's tendency to approach success

or avoid failure in a particular situation.

8.2-.5 Data Collection Strategy

Although data collected in terms of our analytic system will be

collected primarily in the field, not in the laboratory, we have not jet

selected or designed specific interview schedules, innovatve "games"

and scales.

Those readers with training in the behavioral sciences may be

interested in our philosophical assumptions about what constitutes

adequate knowledge. Ossorio and Davis (1967) specify these assumptions

for social psychology, and these are basically the same as those used by

anthropologists known as the "new" ethnographers, such as Goodenough,

Frake, D'Andrade, Conklin, lzmes. This strategy assumes that com-

plete description of individual and group behaviors involves answering

two basic questions:

1. what act was that, or what did he (they) do?

2. what place does that acti.on have in thai individual's

life or that group's history?

"A '1 :r
'A. (•
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In answering the first question it is assumed that the behavior,

individual or collective, is intentional and that descriptions of action

can be carried out in terras of structural concepts involved in the con-

cept of intentionality. These structural concepts are: want, know of,

know how, and overt attempt. When an action (behavior) is analyzed in

terms of each of these structural concepts, i.e., when content is fur-

nished for each concept, then we have a complete description of what act

that was, i.e., we have answered the first question. In other words, we

know what motivated the individual (group) to attempt the action, ve know

what the individual (group) had to know to act thus, we know what skills

or abilities he (they) had to possess to act thus, and we know what action

he is (they are) doing or seems to be accomplishing (neutral behavior des-

cription). •_2

Answering the second question involves redescriptions of intentional

action which allow us to ask and answer new and different questions. X

and Y may perform exactly the same action, i.e., descriptions of what acts

they performed may be identical. However, the place of that action in the

life of X can be very different than in the life of Y. Let us assume that

both X and Y are observed to hit a child. For X this aggressive act may

be simply one in a series of such acts that lead us to conceive of him as

an aggressive person--we attribute a trait which we call aggressiveness to

X. For Y this act may simply have been an unusual outburst--we attribute

a state which we call, for- example, tiredness to Y, thus indicating a

lapse in normal performance. As suggested above, answers to the second

question are carried out in terms of structural concepts such as abilities,

states, traits, values, etc.

The b&sic questions which must be asked to explain what we have des-

cribed are these:

1. why did he (they) perform that act?

2. how did he (they) get to that particular place in his life

(in their history)?

-'I
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9. DWERGENCY PLANNING AND URBAN PROBL&M4S

Claire Nader

9.1 SUMMARY

The focus of this discussion is the relation between emergency

planning and urban problems in a particular city. The main point which

emerges is that civil defense, or emergency planning, constitutes but

one strand in a complex network of urban problems competing for the

attention of government officials and leading citizens. Moreover, it

does not have a high priority in this network.

The specific conditions described draw on the situation in an urban

community actually engaged in emergency planning with the federal govern-

ment. A city of some 400,000 persons was selected and a number of its

officials and influential citizens interviewed. Suffering from the

effects of serious disorganizing forces, this city faces a substantial

loss of its collective and recuperative poweru. Thus, the primp concern

of its leaders is to restore some equilibrivm in the city's gen~eral

A health.

II In this context, several realities affecting the establishment of

an effective civil defense program became apparent: (1) social and

economic disarder makes it difficult to undertake any program not directly

related 6j the fundamental objective of ameliorating situations of urban

stress, strain, or runaway social disorganization; (2) when the main re-

ucnaslbility for a program is regarded primarily as a federal rather than

a local one, local problems take precedence; (3) deficiencies in emer-

gency planning tend to be further aggravated by the absence of a long-

range national civil defense commitmentp. particula~ly when the quality

of the existing federal progrea is questioned by responsible officers.

The critical dilemn, however, in provided by destabilizing social

conditions which critically determine the city's order of priorities.

The selevation of these priorities is affected by what needs the city

recognizes, by the resources at its disposal to meet these needs, and by

what it defines as ;risar responsibilities, that is, "local" problem.

Even local problems are sometimes more than the city can handle.

"7-..



Althougl baced laraelv on interviews in a particular city (hereafter

to be referred to simply as "the City"), the observationz to be made are

not unique to it. Recent discussions in another city and examination of I
cases where cities have terminated emergency planniag arrangements suggest

that other urban areas may well share some of the same problems. This

report will discuss the kinds of urban problems that City officials face,

which ones they give priority to, and what factors guide their choices.

I

9.2 URBAN PROBLEMS: HOW URGENCY DETERMINES PRIORITY r
The kinds of situations which concern the officials in the City are

similar to those in other so-called central cities. Severe economic and

social problems which cause critical deprivations and tensions occupy the

forefront. These pose a further threat to urban stability if not ade-

quately met in time. Thus, problems of unemployment resulting from ob-

solescent training, lack of Jobs, problems of juvenile delinquency, and

problems accompanying the presence of a large and growing minority group

ere not only important, but urgent. These difficulties are compounded by

the loss of the purchasing power of a middle class, the deterioration of

the downtown shopping area, departing industry and lagging industrial

development, inadequate housing and edueational resources and other

facilities. Further problems are those created by urban ranewal and re-

habilitation, urban sprawl, and the severe dearth of leadership elements,

,the latter being a key part of the general trained manpower problem.

City offirials appreciate the dynamic character of these primary

social and economic problems as well as their interrelationship. They

know that the unfortunate conditions responsible for these problems are

not new; but experience has outlined the dire consequences to the City's

survival capacity if the fullest resources of government and other public

organizations are not applied to meeting them. Still generally positive

in outlook as to what can be accomplished but knowing well the hazards

of lagging efforts, these goverrmen' officials and other leaders are

focusing serious, sustained, and concentrated attention on the impending

dangers of continued social disturbances and disequilibrium. They seek

. .: .L
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cooperative means to reduce the resulting tensions and have both used

existing organizational resources and developed new responses when

necessary. A case in point is a municipal department to develop human

resources, a notable hallmark of innovation, emphasizing the importance

of the human as well as the material resource.IYet, despite such demonstrated resourceifulness the framework of

severe limitations within which City officials must act is painfully

evident. The expenditure of time, money, and skills in one hardship

area subtracts from the total store of energies available to another.

The necessity of choice inmediately becomes apparent. Ranking first in

importance among municipal concerns are the primary urban needs mentioned

above and commonly referred to as "people problems." Because of their

number, size, and character, they demand the immediate attention of the

local authorities. The incentive to act here is, of course, rooted in

the City's responsibility to ins,,re the public safety and health of its

citizens. Since City officials cannot cover every contingency or need,

priority is given to a situation that constitutes a clear threat in the

present as opposed to some vague threat in the future. This future

threat is hard put to compete for attention with existing serious problems,

5! especially in the face of constant reminders of imminent crises such as

the Watts racial riots in Los Angeles and the Rochester disturbances.

Thua, problems which raise basic questions of civilized survival

itself of necessity take precedence over all others, even those of air

and waLt p zA a r:egcr where thc:!^. are pressing difficulties.

A leading citizen, when asked about the City's role in clean air, granted

the seriousness of the hazards of environmental pollution. Indeed, he

samid, they are likely to match in impact the major local i8suesZ--the

Negro and the whole related complex of concern, the marked shortage of

leaders, and the question (on which there is disagreement) of what con-

stitutes a viable region and how to pull together its various communities

on commn problem. And yet, he argued, if these social issues are not

resolved, the ability of the City to serve its people will decline even

more and the disorganizing forces ultimately infect the entire region

as If by chain reaction. Such an adverse contingency, he pointed out,

must have pr! *rity even over enviromental danger. Although he recognized
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the serlousness and immediacy of pollutions problems, in his view the more

fundamental concern of the moment was the development of the urban economy

and its resources. An extension of his line of reascnir, cculd include

federally designated potential emergencies in the same class as environ-

mental hazards. In short, the problems that catch the cfficial eye are

largely those that threaten tu undermine the City itself If overiUooKed.

Under -uch c-rcmnstances, it is not easy for a City administrator to

assume direct policy responsibility in a program described by the federal

government unless local needs are embraced by the program. This difficulty

applies to civil defense. But, should civil defense come to rank in im-

portance and urgency with the current issues in the minds of officials,

the questicn of responsibility would become, in the final analysis,

accountable to and dependent on the people, their resources and their

order of priorities.

In the event of an attack on substantially heightened or sustained

international tension, the City will attempt to respond to this problem

without federal prodding. For example, in the Cuban missile crisis special

measures to strengthen the local civil defense arrangements were instituted

by the Chief of Police who was the responsible operations officer, reporting

ultimately to the Mayor cf the City.

The central point of this extended discussion ie that the City will

not plan ahead for the nuclear attack contingency dt e to present, locclly

rooted emergency needs which draw heavily on resources. The result is

that civil d-fense protective measures receive inadequate attention and

plans remain minimal. The City is not able to cope with this problem area.

Such a situation could logically lead to the regional approach in emergency j
planning since the precedent is set. Metropolitan regional districts exist

to deal with air and water pollution control flood control, rapid transit, f
municipal utilities and sewage disposal. Yet, no similar district exists

for civil defense. In sum, then, recognized imediate needs help establish

urban priorities.

..3 URBAXI PROBLEMS: HOW RE3OURCES DETERMINE PRIORITY

Lack of resources constitute* a further limitation on what problems

get attended to. Urban leaders, well aware of the threat to.coamunity

_i
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%41•lbeing, are highly cognizant of the £nsufficiency of resources at

band with which to counter it. Meanwhile these resources, scarce in

themielves, are actually diminishing as attraction of new industry fails

to keep pace with the departure of establirbed industry and as leaders

and potential leaders leave the City for the suburbs. Such a drain on

t-te financial and leadership resources would be hard for a flourishing

* .-ity to sustain; it leaves a declining one in severe straits.

F-ffective action is limited not only by -,z insufficiency of resources

but also by the kinds of resources available. Competition for the same

resource is keen; choice is further complicated because usually one has

* to choose between equally desirable objectives. In other words, resources

as well as needs determine urban priorities.

The kind of human and material resources available to a city or a

region can contract respor.ses and shape expectations. It can limit the

areas of substantive action. Among these restraints are: (1) lack of

financial resources, (2) inadequate specialized skills and leadership

elements, and (3) organizational limitations. Administrative vision is

bounded, as Geoffrey Vickers has noted; by the spatial area and time

span over which an organization can plan, by its own past experience

which affects how it will respond to its aew problems, and by its present

activities. Attention itself then must be considered a scarce resource,

* because a focus of attention on any one activity restricts attention to" L

other activities.

While the drain of citizens to the suburbs has been mentioned, the

citizenship of the comiuter deserves attention, particularly since it

was pointed up by numerous individuals. In the words of a leading

official, "a comuter population in the power structure" creates a

vacuum in civic leadership and results in a "desperate situation." That

group which could contribute critically to the improvement of urban health

lives mostly in the pleasant surrounding suburbs which attempt to insulate

themselves from the City's problems. The absence c f large elements of

this leadership group contributes significantly to the disintegration of

the urban center.

W.~
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9.14 CIVIL DEFENSE: A PROBLUM REQUIRING LOCAL,

STATE, AND FEDERAL COOPERATION

Current urban problems aboorb the time and energy of local government,

heavily taxing its creativity and its political organization and limiting

its focus largely to the present and the possible. In the context of this

environment, civil defense is not an Lportant issue. Defense planning,

of which civil defense is a compouent, is perceived as a national problem

and therefore beyond the perimeter of mere urban concern. While it is

recognized that the cooperation of urban leadership is required in emer-
gency planning, the basin responsibility for protecting the nation against i•

attack belongs to the federal government. This perception of local

leaders raises funlamental ard recurring questions of intergovernmental

relations, especially for r lems which by their substance, impact, and

consequence affect t, whole soriety. Many serious problems besides

civil defense require the close ;o-operation of federal, state, and local

governments for resolution. The volume of these problems and their iL-

portance to the common welfare suggest and mandate a major role for

agenclea. o govrment. How will government organize to handle them?

It haa never been easy to &rrive at a proper division of labor in

the American federal system for lack of consensus on guiding principles

and their specific application. The adminiltrative and political problems
associated with allocating functions have by no Aeans been resolved.

Mor-eover, the rate and nature of changes- in human society further dis-

courage any idea, of fixed or satisfactory answers on this question. A
fAcile division of functions neatly between local, stat% and national

governments is neither practical nor likely; complex problem require

collaborative governmental action on the basis of shared functions.

Although the mix of responsibilities will vary according to the prevailing

conditions in society and the requirements of specific problems., the com-

bined energies of the three levels of government are joined in increasing

instances. These circumstances led Morton Grodzins2 to observe that the

marble cake more appropriately symbolizes the American system of govern-

ment than the layer cake, denoting a clean separation of functions. This

is an apt analogy for the City's view of civil defense preparations.

Although the City officials would allocate to the federal government the

.... .... ... . •
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responsibility for primary policy and comprehensive planning for civil

defense, they are prepared to participate cooperatively in carefully

i defined program funded basically frcm nomunicipal sources. National

leadarship must not only provide funds but also some evidence of a

realistic plan of protection againat the impact anu subsequent effects

of a nuclear attack.

Thus far, in their view, the nation's civil defense program has had

inadequate authority and guidance at the highest levels. Historically.

they point out, policy guide lines have often been ambivalent and unclear,

and programs unimpressive. This eituation has not served to give the

program in the City much credence in official and nonofficial circles.

One former City official, who had performed high management functions in
two cities, summed up his twenty-year experience with civil defeDne. He

noted deficiencies in: (1) national and state leadership, (2) effective

federal and state legislation, (3) appropriations,, and (t, county and

City council interest. Also, he mentionecs the a~vice of the local tax-

Payers association tc abolish the existing program on grounds of in-

adequacy. He concluded that without definitive Department of Defense

leadership in civil defense, the City'• anot be exp-cted to respond

significantly. It can ill-afford to plan or finance agy large-scale

shelter construction program. This overal. viewpoint is shared by

several other local government officials who are still on the job.

A leading participant ia conaunity affairs made the following related

point: he observed that there are simply too many immediate and proximate

community problems which occupy nis attention. Moreover, these are prob-

lems that he can affect way beyond any of those of modern warfare. For

an effective protection policy against nuclear war, he will depend on

federal leadership.

In general, urban leaders look for serious expressions of an enduring

national commitment to civil defense. Without suptained Presidential

and/or Congressionpl support, they-do not belitve progress (an "i made

on the problem. Such a commitment must be reflected In policy, in a

comprehensive plan) and in adequate funding. That the various functions

for making any plan operative will have to be sharud is appreciated.

Officials who would be involved in implementaticn express the belief

-~ ,*~ '
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that local personriel will have to shoulder a major responsibility if a

viable civil defense program is to- be carried out. They recognize that

an efficient system depends on continuing attention to interactive tech-

nical, administrative, and socio-politica1~factors. Such a civil defense

system, they maintained, requires stOP~19 a leadership, as does the

orderly use of state anOedera3- aid. 46o~theless, these officials remain

pragmatic. In their viewj, a viable natiohai plan supported at the highest

levels of government is an absolute prerequisite for realistic action by

the City.

77 7"fl
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IV. CrIIL DEFENSE PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

10. BLAST AND SHOCK WAVES

Lawrence Dresner

10.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter summarizes theoretical work on blast and shock waves

carried out between May 1965 and March 1966. Part of the work deals with

propagation of plane, cylindrical, and spherical blast waves in homogeneous,

isotropic media (Sect. 10.2). Two practical applications have been made

of the theory developed, one to the decay of blast waves in tunnels, and

the other to the decay of blast waves from underground nuclear explosions

in alluvium. The rest of the work deals with the distribution of re-

flected pressure on. the ground following an air burst (Sect.lO.3) and the

action of blast doors (Sect. 10.4).

10.2 BLAST WAVES IN HOMOGENEOUS, ISOTROPIC MEDIA

To understand the blast effects of nuclear explosions one needs to

know the pressure, density, and material velocity as functions of time

and position. Brode's detailed numerical calculationsI supply this infor-

mation for spherical blast waves in air, but for other geometries and

for other materials (e.g., solids) no comparable calculations exist. In

these latter cases, we can resort to the older method of piecing together

a solution from the analytic solutions known to apply very near and very

far from the explosion.

Very near an explosion in a polytropic gas, the variation of pressure,

density, and material velocity is described by the well-known similarity
2solution of Taylor, von Neumann, and Sedov. This solution also applies

to point explosions in solids in the region where the solid is vaporized.

What is of more practical value is that the similarity solution sometimes

also applies in the high-pressure region just beyond the boundary of the

4"
-4g
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vaporized region. This is the case with the alluvium found at the Nevada

Test Site, as briefly itdcated below.

Holzerý has reportL A series of experimentally determined points on

the ugmoioat curve of alluvium in the pressure range 25-500 kilobars.

These points are well fitted by the curve p - 30 v (p in kilobars, v in

--mm Pec), where p is the pressure just behind the shock front and v is

the corresponding material velocity." No according to the Rankine-

Hugoniot r A~tif-i- br a-tto- * shocks; p/p _ I -_ poV2 /- where -P alid P

are the respective densities of the shocked and undisturbed matter; thus

in the pressure range 25-500 kilobars, P/Po is constant (and equals 2.1).

If we define a constant 7 such that p/po = (y + 1)/(7 - 1), the Rankine-

Hugoniot equations for strong shocks imply that the internal energy e per

unit mass of the shocked solid is e = p/(v - l)p. If this expression de-

scribes the matter behind the shock front, the adiabatic equation of

-7state of this matter is pp = constantl Formally, therefore, we should
be able to describe shock waves from an explosion in alluvium in the 25-500

kilobar range as though the explosion occurred in a polytropic gas with

an adiabatic exponent 7 ( . 2.8).

We can test this idea by comparing the results on the similarity

theory with experimental data reported by Holzer on the time of arrival

of the shock front at various positions. For a self-similar shock wave,

the time of arrival t of the shock at a given radius R is

lieRut~ , (I)

where Y is the yield of the explosion and a is a number related to 7.

For alluvium, a a 0.15. The agreement between Eq. (1) and the experi-

mental results is good.

The similarity solution loses its validity far from the explosion.

But far from the explosion, we can use the fact that the shock wave is weak

to obtain the law of its propagation. To see how this is done, let us

begin by considering a v plane disturbance propagating in the positive

x-direction.

Let the air behind the disturbance have the same pressure and density

as the undisturbed air. The tail of the disturbance then travels with the

-- it!_.
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sound velocity co of the undisturbed air. The head of the disturbance

travels faster with r velocity U giJren in terms of the peak overpressure P

behind the shock front by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations:

u+ 1 P(2
U CO + + CO + 4-9co -0(2

The length t of the disturbance increases at a rate given by

-- O po (3)

dt

We. can eliminate t on the left-band side of Eq. (3) in favor of P by

using the condition of conservation of energy. For a vea disturbance,,

a f Pt

vhere P' is the overpressare at any point at.& fixed time., The second

equality bas been obtained by using the fact that thA- pressure profile

asymptotically becomes linear. If us now use ag. (i)to eliminate t on

the left-hand side of,39. (3, e obtain the differential equation

1 dP +l (I

The solution of this differential equation gives the asymptotic betmvijor.

*of thevwerpressure for long times

vhere X has now replaced cot. This result wes first obtained by Betbe,'
6 an adu 7

Qihanitraseithar, n Lna

Similar results may be obtained for the asymptotic doca, of sr11iericeal

shock awavs, but they a"e not as easily normalized-by use of the law of.

conservation of enierg as 'in the case of plane aVeyet Weak spherical. shock

"wves decay according to the IRw

F~
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whereP R1n/ (sa7)dtrindcnsat
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In the introduction,, Zwo applications of the theory outlined above

were mentioned. The first was to the attenuation of blast v'wes in tunnels.

Blast waves ame attenuated in tunnels because there is a rarefact ion behind
the shock front and because a boundary layer builds up at the wall. The

effect; ef tl"' -.trefaction behind the blast front can be accounted for using
the theory already described. Let us consider a plane blast wave created

by the instantaneous liberation at time t = 0 of an energy 2E per unit

area in the plaes z - 0. At any later time t., shock fronts reach the

planes 124 X. W.hen the overpressure P is large compared to the pressure
p0 of the undisturbed air., it is given by the similarity solution in

piane geometriy 8 as

P E 80 0.69 (8

vhen P << p0 zq. (6) describes the variation of overpressure with distance.

Shown in Flig. 1.0.1 are iqa. (6) and (8) along with a curve that joins

Th~e effect of boundary-layer buildup at the wall has been studied

experimentally. &dach and Wheeler 9 conclude that owing to wall friction

shock waves. In a tube are attenuated exponentially with distance, falling

by a factor of e (2f8.)in about 400 diameters (D). Thus, the over-
all attenuation of shock weaves in tubes might be described by the equation

pX

0

*aor f (PiON) Is the curve shown in FiU 10.1.
2We second application ~mentioned in the introduction of the theory iAs

to the decay lot blast wa'ves fom underground nuclear explos ions in alluvium.
Figure 10.2 shows experimental fpints? on the pressure-distance curve of
alluvim. It also above as the high-pressure asymptote the following
-equation of the similarity theory:
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Fig. 10.1. Diuensionless RePrOSentation Of the Vari1ation of Peak
ovrerpres sure with Distance for Plus Blast Waves.
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P 3=25(r+ T IVo

where at has the same value as it does in Eq. (I). Equation (7) (with the

logarithmic factor on the right-hand side henceforth asswmed co~nstant) gives

the low-pressure asymptote except for "cii lizati, It Cr T -- ,en normali~zed
using Bomne dat;;i reported by Sauer et al. 10on the ground motion induced by

an underground nuclear explosion. Shown also is a curve smoothly joining

these asymptotes. It passes througt the string of experimental. points and

also agrees well. with the results of a much more detailed numerical calcu-

lation, 1
1.

10.3 DISTRIBl'IQ (F FMMCTED PEESSIRE ON THE GRORJD
PIOfLLM ANl AIR BLOST

The chart given in "The Effects of Nuclear Weapons"1 for calculating

peak refl~ected pressur. on the ground folloving an air burst extends to

overpressures up to 200 pq44. The accompanying figure (rig. 10.3) gives

this distribution in the ultra-high pressure region above 200 pai.

Plotted vertically is the reflected pressure in psi. Plotted hori-

zontally is the distance from surface zero in wnits of the burst height.

The numbers labeling the varioinc solid curves are the tree-field (incident)

pressures at surface zero.

The calculations are based on the following assumpt ions:

I.* The atmosphere is homogeneo=t and composed of a polytropic gas
with a ratio of specific heats of 14

2. The pressure behind a spherical blast front falls off vith radius i
in the manner calculated by Brode * Close to the-explosion, the

pressure falls off with the third pover of the r*aius, as ex4ected

from the similarity solution.

3. Only weak regular reflection and week direct 16ch~reflection occur*

'When both 3Nch aind regular reflection are posslible,, ?eh-reflection

is 42SUMad to occu. 1

for the upper five curves (incident pressures at surface zero of 100,
1~,200, 300,p ad iQ psi), the loot representing regular end 1kch reflec-

tion intersect on the weak branch of the regular rOflctions, the change

I S~1ZK(Ž'
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from regular to Mach reflection therefore produces at most a discontinuity

in slope in the curvc of reflected pressure vs distance from surface zero.

The coarse dotted curve is the locus of these discontinuities and separates
the region of regular reflection from the region of Mach reflection. In

the lowest curve (inci4ent pressure at surface zero of 50 psi), the loci

representing regular and Mach reflection intersect on the strong branch

of the regular reflections. Therefore, the change from regular to Mach

reflection is marked by a discontinuity in value in the curve of reflected-

pressure vs distance from surface zero. This discontinuity is shown in

the figure as a fine dotted line.
14

The calculations were done with t.ie aid of published graphs of the

so-called "magnification factor" as a function of angle of incidence for
varioue strengths of the incident shock wave. Since the information in

these published graphs vas scanty, they were supplemented with additional

graphs.

10.4 BLAST DOGRS

The work to be reported here on the action of blast doors is purely
exploratory in nature. Its purpose is to study in an "order-of-magnitude"

way some of the obvious questions regarding the operation of blast doors.

The first question that one thinks of in connection with any blast

door is, "How strong is it?" When an elastic-plastic solid, such as

steel, fails, the strain it has undergone has largely occurred in the

plastic range of behavior. In the plastic range, stress is roughly

constant and independent of strain, allowing us to approximate steel

blast doors as ehstic membranes of constant surface tension. (This

approximation is of course valid only for monotonically increasing strain;
should the strain decrease, the stress would drop sharply to zero, and a

large residual strain would remain.)

Let us imagine a membrane of constant surface tension sealing the
end of a right circular cylinder of radius Ro. Let the cylinder contain

a gas at pressure p. The membrane accommodates itself to the pressure

of the gas by ballooning out in the shape of spherical cap. The radius R

of the cap is related to the pressure and surface tension by the equation

, T .



-te strain 7-J in the membrane can be calculated from the change in its

surtice a~rea:

Tin~ (01 k~ 1 (12)
If T is the thickness of the steel blast door and a-is the constant

strese it sustains in the plastic range, the surface tension A equals oT.

Let us rov consider, for example, a blast door two in thick and eight ft
in diameter made of T-1 steel* (such as might be appropriate to the tunnel-

grid system under consideration at OR2NL). The constant- stress in the plas-

tic range is about 1.1 x 10s psi and the strain at failure is about i.0%
From Ems. (11) and (12) we see that this door can support a static stress

of about 6900 psi.

The maximum strain produced by a load suddenly applied to a door is

larger than the strain produced by an equal load applied slowly. When

the strain is small, the motion of the membrane is governed by the wave

eq uat ion

Ikey p y, + (13)

where l is the mass per unit area of the membrane, Y is the displacement

of a point on the membrane out of its original piane, r is the radius

measured from the center of the membrane, and t is the time after the

sudden application of the pressure p. The relevant boundary and initial

conditions are

Y(rO) - O, O) - ,Y(Ro, t) - 0 • (14)

United States Steel T-1 steel.

47-4
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The solution determined by these conditions is

p [o O(k r/Ro)(akt/aR) 0
Y( rt) ' [ -8 aj( k) (15)

where aS= 2 ./A , Jo and J, are the Bessel functions of order zero and one,

respectively, and ak is the kt root of Jo. This solution is only appli-
cable to describing the motion of the blast door during its first outward

passage. The door does not, of course, move in again. The first term on

the right-hand side is the static solution.

The center of the membrane reaches its first maximum displacement

when t = 1.18 aR (about 4.7 msec for the door made of T-1 steel); the

displacement at this time is 2.21 pRl/4-A, i.e., 2.21 times the static0|

displacement. If the strain at failure is small, the blast door can

support a suddenly applied pressure 2.21 times smaller than the static

pressure it can support. The door made of T-1 steel can support a suddenly

applied pressure of about 6900/2.21 = 3100 psi; a 3100-psi pressure re-

sults from the normal reflection of a 450-psi incident shock wave. Its

energy absorption capacity, based on an energy absorption of T-1 steel

of 9400 in.-lb/in. 3, is about 7.8 lb-TNT. For comparison, the linear

energy density of a 4 50-psi shock wave in an 8-ft tunnel is about 10 lb-

TNT/ft. Since a shock wave with a 450-psi peak overpressure and a

duration of several tenths of a second is of the order of 1000 ft long,

it is clear that energy absorption by doors that fail will probably

not attenuate a long-duration blast wave from a megaton weapon by more

than a fraction of a percent.

Some of the theory developed in the preceding sections may be

applied to analyzing the operation of blast-activated blast doors. A

blast-activated blast door is a door that is closed by the reflected

pressure of an incident blast wave. Because of its inertia, a blast-

activated door requires a finite amount of time to close; during this

time, a portion of the highly compressed air behind it may leak past it

and creete a shock wave on the protected side of the door.

What is the pressure behind this secondary shock front? We can find

the answer to this question by noting that the situation is not unlike

that in a shock tube. The reflection of the incident shock wave- produces

A -
J•' 9
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*r _region of hioly v .. gressed, stationary air in front of the reflecting

.irface. Thswexamnion of this compressed "driver" air, around the door

pwoftws a shock froý that advances into the stationary air beyond the
.• door.••-. _

.Se pressure p behind the shock front in a shock tube is related to

the pmvf we P" of-the driver gas by the so-ca.-led Taub ejuation.15 This

""aqtios takes the folloing f.orm. when the driver gas and the driven gas

-Are~ the:-ss:

(--p -" ,. ( L6)
P'[~~~ 42Y 9Y+ 1)p (7 lT

Here both p ansd p" are expressed in units of the pressure of the ambient

air; C" is the sound velocity of the compressed driver gas expressed in

units of the sound velocity of the ambient air; and 7 is the ratio of the

specific heats of air (l.4).

By iypothesis, p" and c" characterize air that has been compressed

by reflection of a shock the pressure behind which is p' in units of the

pressure of the ambient air; p" and c" are related to p' as indicated

below [p - (€ - 1) /(7 + 1) = 1/6]:

p = , + 1,) (17)
op, +'.

CIO" (18)

Once a value of p' has been chosen, p" and c" may be readily calculated

from Eqs. (17) and (18). Equation (16) may then be solved for p by

iteration. A good initial trial value for p is p'. The trial value
is inserted in the right-hand side of Eq. (16) and a first iterate ob-

tained. The method converges rapidly when the average of the trial value

and the first iterate is chosen for the next trial value. Given below

is a short table of p vs p'.

p' 1.50 3.00 6.00 12.00 24.00 >> 1

p 1.50 30oo 6.oCr 12.10 214.39 i.oo6 pt
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Thus for all practical purposes, the secondary shock wave has thc same

characteristic, as the incident shock wave. For this reason, it is

probably an adequ•,te approximation to assume that the shock wave leaking

past a blast-activ.ted blast door is simply the truncated head of the

incident shcck wa-.

The length of time it takes a blast door to close determines its

effectiveness. Although this time depends on the design of the door,

its order of magnitude may be estimated as follows. The door must be

strong enough to withstand the reflected pressure p" of the shock wave

after it has closed. Thus, given the materiaL of which the do=: is made,

its mass per unit area p is determined by its strength. The quotient

of the reflected pressure of the shock wave and the mass pei unit area'

determined by it equP1s the acceleration a of the door. The acceleration

and the stroke s through which the door travels determine the time t it

takes to close. Quantitatively,

By allowing the door to fail plastically, p can be made small. In

the plastic range, the mass per unit area necessary to withstand a given

pressure p" varies directly with p", as is evident from the preceding

discussion of plastic failure. Thus, we expect the minimum ratio pip"

to be independent of p", i.e., that the maximum attainable acceleration

will be the same for all doors no matter what overpressure they are de-

signed to withstand. It takes about 8.2 mm of T-1 steel to withstand

a suddenly applied pressure of 500 psi. Thus P a 0.8 cm x 7-75 g cm8 -

6.35 gcma, and a - p"/P - 5.25 x 106 cm sec-2 - 5360 & where j is

the acceleration of gravity. If the stroke a of the door is one meter,

which is surely a lower bound, the time t it takes the door to close is

6.15 maec.

In this paper, it is assumed that all blast doors close in 10 mee

when activated by the maximm pressure p" they are designed to withstand.

Naturally, they close more slowly when they are activated by a lower pres-

lure.
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.eus now consider a blast-activated blast door designed to pro

"tet inhabitants of an 8-ft-diam shelter tunnel up to but not beyond

100 psi. At the 100-psi radius, the blast door will close in 10 msec.

The: loto spesd of a 100-psi shock wave is U - 2910 ft see-• In 10 mrset,

a seeent of the shock 29.1 ft long will leak past the blast door. The

o ?w5peure p in this segment is 100 psi; the dynatic pressure q is

125 psi. The energy density of this moving compressed air p/(7 - 1) +

q a 375 psi - 2.5 x 107 ergs cm- 8 . The energy density per unit area E

of tbe cmpressed moving air is 2.18 x 101D ergs 'n- 8 , and its total energy

is o,85 x..: l0, ergs - 25 kg TNT. Since the total energy of the initial
sho& vav-e was 750 kg TT, this truncation process can be considered as an

energy "filter." IT the 23.5 kg of TNT were spread uniformly over the

inside of the blast door and exploded there, the overpressure of the re-

sulting blast wave would reach 5 psi 1900 ft from the blast door, according

to E. (9).

The foregoing considerations can be applied to analyzing the perfor-

mance of a tunnel shelter containing periodically spaced blast doors.

Shown below in the table are the overpressures at the first few blast

doors that do not fail. The doors are spaced every 1000 ft in the tunnel,

which is 8 ft in diameter.

Peak Overpressure at the First Few Blast Doors
That Do Not Fail

(Doors spaced every 1000 ft in 8-ft tunnel)

Mlaimua Incident Overpressure That Can Be Withstood

Door iO00 300 100

First 1000 300 100

Second 200 31 9
Third 7 "

Fourth 12 ...

As an examle of the use of these figures, let us consider the case

of a 1-4T surface burs*. The radii of the 1000-, .300-, 100-, az,, 30-psi

circles are I100, 2100, 3400, and 5800 ft, respectively. If lO00-psi
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blast doors are installed, the 10-psi radius extends to slightly more

than 4300 ft. For 300-psi doors, it extends to slightly less than 4100 ft,

ihtile for 100-psi doors, it extends to slightly less than 4400 ft. For

30-psi doors, it extends beyond 5800 ft. It appears, then, from this

example that there is little advantage in using blast-activated blast

doors designed to withstand very high pressures.

O• course, the foregoing analysis is based on the assumption that

the truncated head of the incident shock wave continues to propagate

down the tunnel. Designs have been suggested that avoid. this feature of

simple blast-activated blast doors. In a sense, the foregoing analysis

discloses the advantage obtained for the additional cost of these more

complex doors.
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11. THE TM LTHREAT TO SIIELIRE fo &.I

J'. W. Strohecker

1161 NWLEAE VIAPOUB EFFZCTS

The thermal threat to sheltered populations comea entirely from the

secondary fire effects of nuclear weapons. (Shelters here are defined

as spaces shielded, up to design competence,, from the direct effects of

nuclear weapons.) The effect of direct thermal radiation from the fire-

ball on the unshielded population will not be discussed here. The pri-

mary ignitions caused by thermal radiation and the secondary ignitions

caused by blast effects will combine to cause fires in rural and urban

areas. * tder certain circumstances the magnitude of these conflagrations

can be very large. It is these fires iiich pose the major threat to the

surviving sheltered population.

The main threats of fire are heat, toxic gases,, -,nf excess of carbon

dioxide,, and the absence of oxygen. To a sheltered population,, these

threats may take the followving frrms:

1. Direct heat transmission into the shelter

2.* Air too hot to allow proper ventilation of the shelter

3.. Air inimical to life because of the presence of dangerous gases

or the absence of necessary gases

14. Air too hot to provide a suitable machantsu for the nreoal'of

heat from the shelter

It should be noted that air brought into a shelter to operate an

internal cosbustion, engine for auxiliary power slot first hevy. to be

cooled (to tine boiling point of vater ftr sxaimjle), bet air.sle

taken near the ground in mass fires Indicate that e*im operaio

would probably be feasibleý with only decreased etficienq as oen is,

depleted.

4 "L
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To a deeply buried blast shelter or other underground shelter,, the

direct transmission of beat into the shelter should present no serious

problembut fallout shelters located in basements or upper floors of

buIWlWig may be much moevulnerable. Air which is too hot or otherwise

unfit, fr ventilation will affect both types of shelters, while the

absenc of air suitable for heat removal will primarily affect blast

shelters in areas without useful ground water supplies.

11.2 IMNITI(IS VUOM NLAST DFICTS

Considerable field, laboratory, and theoretical work has been done

on the ignition thresholds of materials,, the thermal radiation of nuclear

weapons, and models for the expected number of ignitions (both primary and

secondar). from the weapons. ligure 11-1 gives approximate slant ranges for

ignition of several typical kindling fuels for various weapons yields.
Uhilo ataospieric conditions may decrease the ranges shown,, preparatory

efforts at cleanup or removal of ignition sources can do little more than

decrease the number of fires that will be started. Wihile these efforts

my be significant in reducing the overall damage to an urban area, the

shelters in fire areas that are affected by fire still fac' the same prob-

lems listed earlier. Surveys of urban areas have shown the frequency of

p oesiblie external ignition points to be from 3 to 30 per acre,, with

internal ignition points someat higber.' On the basis or' data from

Hiroshima and Nagasaki,. secondary ignitions have been estimated to be

-about O-OD6 per.,1000 square feet of floor are in the areas of major

blest damage. Althou& such secondary ignition points are less than the

possible priswry ignition points, they can add significantl~y to the ios-

sible ntaber- of fires#. particularly in multistory buildings.

11.3 IMU SPUAD, IM STM69 AND C(2ETM3ATIMS

Althbugh considierable at fort has been expended on models for the

prediction of fir, spread,, ctasualties, and damage assessment, the knowledge

-in the field is uncertain and highly qualitative. At best, the present

100del8 can give a general picture only of overall dumpge and casualties;

the specific local situations resmin difficult. to predict. Sam of the

_17
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i••'v-til involved are determining the probability of i.iition, the number

of i0•itiona that will develop sustaining fires, the probability of spread

- - lad 3.?Wv#tg U f these fires, and the possibility of the development of a

fit atom or major conflagration. Prediction of the occurrence of a fire

stAy, sttch as those in Hiroshima and Hamburg, is even more difficult than

tjie prediction of the damage which vould be caused by it. These unknowns

make the specific situation at any given shelter extremely hard to assess,

nso-cially in the major blast damage zone (in the pressure regions above

5 psi).

11.4 BLAST SHELTERS

Most blast shelters for the civilian population would quite naturally

be built in areas with a strong probability of heavy damage or complete

destruction by blast. Consequently, it is in these areas where a fire

storm or conflagration is likely to occur, since most of the normal or

inherent fire-resistant features of the buildings will be destroyed.

Nbst blast shelters would also be built underground to simplify design

and to find room in crowded urban areas. As was mentioned earlier, putting

the structure underground will essentially remove the threat of direct heat

transmission through tne earth Into the shelter'.

The condition of the air above ground would constitute a threat to

the sheltered population frm three major standpoints. Air must generally

be available for breathing, heat removal, and cotfoustion (operation of

pover generation equipment). The heat balance shown in Figure 11.2 (a typical

design for average conditions) gives approximate heat transfer requirements,

neglecting transfer through the shelter walls. These requirements are

operative only under normal circumstances. In an emergency, conditions

could be changed, especially by an increase in the human metabolism rate

due to stress.

The normal breathing requirement of 5 efm of outside air per person

will result in a carbon dioxide level in the shelter of about 0.3%. If

tMa makeup rate were cut to 0.5 eft, the carbon dioxide concentration

would rise to 2.7%., which is.acceptable under emergency conditions. Since

4 . .7
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"o the beat content of air is small, the simple expedient of turning off the

lights (see Fig-.,2)vould allow the entry of 0.5 cft per person at 150OF

without addig to the normal heat load of the shelter.

If the air is completely shut off, the normal shelter volume of 50 to

100 cubic ft per person will be adequate for 3 to 6 hours before the

"carbon dioxide rises to 5%. Adding equipment for the addition of oxygen

and the removal of carbon dioxide would make it possible to survive in-

definitely with no outside air. However, the expense of this equipment

is not the only consideration. The normal systems for carbon dioxide

removal swd the supply of oxygen would add approximately 200 Btu per

person per hour to the heat load, necessitating an increase in the ca-

pacity of the refrigeration and power systems.

The combustion air requirement for the power generation equipment

will be about 0.22 cft per person. A decrease in the oxygen and an in-

crease in the temperature of the inlet air will reduce the efficiency of

the motor but will not necessarily preveat operation; nor will toxic gases

such as carbon monoxide appreciably affect the operation of the motor.

If cost were no object, a standard motor could be operated on a "closed

cycle" by the addition of bottled oxygen and the recycle and purging of

exhaust gases. For most power uses, an air supply must be maintained to

the motor.

The heat removal from the refrigeration equipment and the power

generation equipment is the greatest problem for blast shelter operation

in a burning city. As shown in Fig. 11.2, if normal air cooling is used

it could require as much as 66 ct per person. In general, air cooling

is quite expensive in most blast shelters because large ducts are costly

and difficult to make blast-proof. When large quantities of water are

available, air cooling may be eliminated a&d the problem disappears. In

many urban areas, however, sufficient water is not available and some

compromise is required. The best method coiercially available for the

power generation equipment would be the combination of 3 ef per person

of cooling air for the radiation losses from the motor to the surroundings

and 21.7 x 10"' gmy per person of water discharpd as steam from the cooling

system of the motor. A possible further step-insulating the motor and

operating the equipment room at about l150F--m•iht mke possible the
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removal of all of the waste heat as steam from this system with 5.0 x 10'-

gpm of water per person. The steam could be exhausted into almost any

external environment. Such power equipment is not available commercially,

and an experimental study is planned to test the concept.

For the refrigeration system, the use of an evaporative-type condenser

may cut the air requirement by a factor of 3 to 5 with the addition of

1 x 10"3 gpm per person of water. This carrier air would have, of course,

no oxygen or toxic gas requirements. A possible compound refrigeration

system using water as the refrigerant in the second stage appears feasible.

This system could allow rejection of heat to boiling water and could be of

use in eliminating the carrier air stream in areas of limited water supply.

Combined with the water-cooled power equipment, a single steam heat-

rejection stream would be possible. Again the concept will need experi-

mental verification and an economic analysis.

Another possibility would be to shut down completely the power and

refrigeration systems and allow the shelter to be heated by human

metabolism. The time limit for survival under this condition would then

depend on heat removal through the walls of the shelter and could be

extremely short. It is possible that from 1 to 3 hours would be available

for complete shutdown, depending on initial wall temperatures, before

conditions became intolerable. If the walls were thick concrete and were

warm (>80°F) before shutdown, less than an hour would be available.

In summary, it is possible that a complete blast shelter ventilation

system could be shut down for periods up to I to 3 hours in extreme emer-

gencies with no air from outside. Longer periods could result in many

casualties. Two approaches to the problem of providing an air supply in

a hostile fire environment seem promising. 2he first would be to supply

air regeneration equipment and sufficient water stocks fbr beat removal

for an extended (many hours) button-up period. 7he high costs of this

method mean reduced shelter spaces per available dollar. The secoWd

approach would be to provide multiple air intkes to increase the prob-

ability that an air supply would remain adequkte in spite of a hostile

fire environment. The first of these approateae is technically feasible

now and merely-requires space, tIm, and ony to aceonplish. TMe second

aproah is probably feasible, but there does not Yet exist Ufficientt

W V!_ -
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inftrmtion to give a high degree of reliability for designs in crowded

urban areas. Sowe experimental verification of the multiple inlet con-

, ?cept is needed.

115• FALLOUT BMERS

Fallout shelters face many of the same fire problems as blast shelters.

Direct convective and radiation heat transmission from nearby fires poses

a severe threat to fallout shelters located in basements and upper floors.

To assess effects from large yield weapons, fallout shelters may be divided

into three areas according to their distance from the blast: first, the

area beyond major structural damage from the blast where there are thermal

ignitions but the major active and passive fire protection systems remain

intact and there are very few shelter casualties; second, the area of minor

structural blast damage where fire protection systems are largely destroyed

and there are moderate casualties; and third, the area of major structural

damage to frame buildings where casualties awe high but there are still

fallout shelter survivors.

An example of the areas involved in the three regions is given below

for a one-megaton weapon exploded at optimim height for each level of damage.

Table 11.1. Annular Areas of Destruction from 1 XT

Radius, Area, Percent
Miles Sq. Mi. of Total

Region Onw-therma1 ignitions,
minor casualties i-6 -

Region Two--minor to maJor damag,
major casualties 6.2-5 95

Region Three--4Jor to total damagee,
"mjor to 10O% casuatites 2-5-1.2 1.

NON: Csualties based on fallout protection in reinforced concrete
structues.

JIS
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The first of these areas has comparative'1;, minor problems and will

not be considered further. The second and third a:.,eas pose more extreme

problems and seem to require the approaches taentioned. for blast shelters--

making provisions for survival in spite of a hostile fire environment. The

air problem is similar to that of the blast shelters. Ye!t the direct trans-

mission of heat through shelter walls, which does not affect undergroaind

blast shelters, does affect fallout sheL~ers. It is difficult to visuialize7

many basement fallout shelters survivii~g heat tranmisdsion from a major fire

on the first floor. The only design. approau.h would seom to be to eliminate

the probability of a fire of major jiroportions in an area adjacent to the

walls,. roof,, or floor of a fallout, shelter. A practical method in time of

crisis may be the removal of suff.'ýcient combustibles from the adjacent

areas to prevent a major fire close to the shelter.

11.6 ADE"UT3 AIR SUPPLME 3:9 A MAJOR FIR AMK

Are adequate air suapplies available in a major fire area? Ona first

glance,, the aniver to ti-is quatti'on is no. Typical quotes from the liter-

ature sayr:

1. "Such. an area would very likely be uninhaitale because of

meyen deficiency mand toxic gases.t~

2. "21" rc was no eacale for shelter occupants in the firestoem

3. "Shelters -iffired no protection In the conflragftion in
Tokyo."

14. "A shelter would be an. expensive crematcgIam.

Ividenc~e Ican ,be gathered to ohmv that those statements have been, or could
be tmu. Noweverp there -is also evidence that sNNW people survived In
flresto2'u "cd othe Sascr !Aaeios cnw~w a ms ~ea

air suppy, adeqiate forsuri"I ezited. ý oPtiau locatiom -tow this

air Pply, needis to b* determned t the a4quatte desi eand trcto
of sheltersp, but the" es 41r lei4 so"e ladlotion *hetre the. pod air MY
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Buw'vqi of bunkers in German including the ones located in the fire
storm, area or Ramburg revealed that "From the standpoint of protection
Sizzlaglrge city flires, no evidece vas found of a single death in 9
b*Awe daiugfthese fires.0

~Sme Ibunkers, wostly above ground, were heavy concrete structures
prvded with mechanical ventilation systems. Witnesses have stated

that in AW cases the quality of air was almnost unbearable--sometimes
hot and often clouded with dust and smoike 9 -- still adequate for sur-
vival. None of these bunkers were under combustible buildings, but Zarp1

describes one In Hamburg in a narrow courtyard that required a water curtain
to enable people to evacuate after a raid.

U1
In the Brunswick raid of October 15, 19l44;~ a medium strength fire

atom* wms created. About two and one-half hours after the raid,, during

the height of the fire atom, a 'water-alley" was established into the
center of the fire atorm area to rescue over 20,00 people trapped in
bunkers. These people,, all alive when reached four and mne-half hours
after the raid, were led out through the "water alley." Along with the
firemen mnning the "water-ally, they survived. in the fire storm area
for hours without casualty.

11Descriptions of the Dresden fire storm, one of the largest known,,
indicate that there were a number of survivors in the center of the fire
sto= who were not rescuied until several days after the atac. Unfortu-
nately the circumstances which made survival possible are not describedL
in moet case. Homeer,, one survivor in the boiler room of the railroad
sItation did manag to Ldescribe how a small hole in the ceiling prevented
suffocation foe a fews, when thousandsa in &adcaent areas of the basement
were ki~lld.

Hiroshm uvy collected by amiber. of the V G,'indicate that,
%ywitneus*ses urn i several buildiM well within the, fire stora area at-
least two and oe haofrs~ after the explosion and survived.

stories of s urvivor froa some of the largs, forest fires- in the
United VA%021 indicate that survivalwase possible in fields,. stremams
an" ot pnsacs am hs ntances, 40tetin ftom diret

radiation made the differenc betwee survival &Man eath. ft ane casse



several people survived for hours under a vetted blanket while another

person without this protection died in minutes at the same place.

-'he few cases cited above together with many similar ones in the

literature seem to lead directly to the conclusion that, even in the

midst of the most severe fires, there exists air that is adeqyiate for

survival for long periods of time. The high fatality rates 'in the larger

conflagrations and fire storms have also proved that conditions exist in

mary places which do not allow survival. The challenge remains for the

engineer to design and place shelter ventilation systems in such a way

as to increase the probability of survival in spite of fire.

For people in the open in fires, the major problem is apparently

radiation from nearby flames, blasts of flame, and blasts of hot gases

driven by the higb winds rather than the oxygen content of the air. For

people in basement or underground shelters., however,, direct beat trans-

mission from a fire directly abovej, toxic aSues, and oxygen deficiency

constitute the main threats.

Yet there are rays of hope in the midst of a difficult picture. Most

blast shelters will be ijenue to the direct effects of the fires and will

be dependent only on an adequate air supply. Umst preset fallout shelters,

located in building of fire-resistant construction, will be considerably

more effective against internal fire problems than the basement shelters

in the Hamburg and Dresden fires. Mhe location of these German shelters L

under buildings of combustible interior. construction allowed Collape MAn
burning to take place directly over the shelter apace.

U-7 MHT DOVUEI T* OWL~U

Can we pUinpit more accurately the Plic" at which a& adeqjate air
supply for blast and fallout shelters. will be most likel11y to.ocu ina

mass fire? !Can we determine wyone bassement fills, with 11. anmfý
while another mai~ntains a livable atmosphere in %the midstat af firet?L

Consideru~le expermental work, brL ftoifc Suthwest foret an RaMP:
Experlment Station~ has throw some l1$ht on the first esin Fote
exWDerimental work with large. fires Is needed bone Sccurate "eSip inii.

formation -is available. L fte secand -questin ban. almost. no MOWS. fn the



liwaraW.s fte tendeaq In most repoting to to describe the conditions
.1" le tw tatalitiee rather than the condtitons conducive to survival.

Smeb knurI&ge 15 vital, san my be obtainable fron the experience of fire-

21-18 ARIM M5 FUTUB XMYJWMTIO AMD STUDY

MeOV4Atio600 to- Nttire research incluft the foLmaadzng:

I. ContinJuation and expansion of experimental mass fires to
Provide desip information for ventilation systems.

2. Re-evaluation at data fron past conflag~rations and fire
storms withempbasis on data about conditions of survival
rather than death.

3. Ealuation of experience in burning buildings in the
United States with emphasis an survival conditions under

the fire. Continued collection of data in major cities
may ell incree ow knowledge in this ares.

Ii. nvetigation of the feasiblity of using motor-generator
sets to reject heat to boiling water and refrigeration
systems to reduce the. dependence of shelters; on large
*Air supplies.
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12. PROTECTEID CIT STUDIES

George A. Criaty srid Clifford J. Williams

12.1 INM0hC17L(XC

2he ",protected city" concept has been expanded to includle several

types, of protective systems applied to a nimaber of specific cities. The

single-purpose shelter approach (the so-called "~tunnel-grid" system),

based upon the present-day detign of a 25-square-mile sectionr In Detroit,

Hichiganj, was rtudied and deve!%'ped in considerable detail. The dual-

Purpose approach has been applied to the island of Manhattan, mind studies

of its application have been started in Washington,, D. C.,, and Dallas.,

12.2 SIXMtZ-PURtPOSE SYSTEM

12.2.1 Detroit Tunnel Grid

The tunnel-grid concept uses a single-purpose network of reinforced

concrete pipe, t,~utalled w.der city streets. This concept was first pro-

poaed by Professor Kovard liarrenatiin of the Un~iversity of Lrizona.1

Professor Kamrustien first conceived of the pipes as merely transpor-

tation corridore for the protected evacuation of shelterees from very

bld4~ coataminjited areas following an attack. Hovever, the capacity of

the pi"; rn o ra that the, need for additional shelter areas shrank

to zero by the tine adeqta transportation routes had been prwi ded.

1he selection of -the criterion for hardness of the shelter system

was bused upon Wnfortion suimwisted io Fig. 12. 1. Tt solid lines
Indicate the tang., a&M the dashe lines indloate the area over whiich

pr4"easu In excess at the labeled valu~es extend from nucle~r weapons in

the Swumn ronw* As. an example, the ten-megaton yield curve shows that

-ton-ps i-or-greater bleat -iaes extend six miles and cover more then 100

square miles. On the other hand, the l00-psi b~lat waves cover only

seVe sqar midles. This decrease in affteted are of a ftetor of six-
teen l2o&5 attractive from a cost effectiveneasits:At since pro-

viding the adltitonal protecvtion will probably involves liess then a factor

or ten in cost.
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The possible advantages of a tunnel-grid shelter concept are listed

below.

1. Cylindrical structure is very resistant to blast damage. This

general property of cylinders helps to minimize the cost of the shelter.
2. The entire urban shelter system is interconnected

a. Members o."' a family in various parts of the city can enter

the shelter at the nearest point and then be reunited in safety by walking

to a predesignated location.

b. Critical personnel and facilities can be made accessible to

the entire population. ,

c. Localized overcrowding can be rapidly and safely reduced.

Thus, the shelter is less sensitive to rapid population density shifts

(i.e., daytime vs nighttime) than are isolated shelters. Further, popu-

lation vulnerability to blast effects can continuously be reduced even

after shelter entry.

3. Supporting facilities can be easily duplicated. Such modular

installations provide rapid emergency availability of all services. Loss

of any one unit does not jeopardize the inhabitants of the shelter to

the extent that it would in an isolated shelter. As an example, external

air supply points can be shifted to avoid fire or rubble problems.
4. Protected city evacuation becomes possible, using multiple

exit routes which are insensitive to local damage or contamination.

Evacuation can be accomplished in any direction that the situation re-

q-uires.

5. Interconnected tunnels have potential dual use (i.e., use

during peacetime).

The tunnel-grid shelter system does have some disadvantages which

must be considered. These include:

I. Possible higher cost in scme pressure ranges;

2. Possible greater vulnerability to contagious biological agents;

3. Greater vulnerability to blast damage once the system is breached.

Possible solution." to the biological agent vulnerability are dis-

cussed in Part II (Secret).
Studies of methods of reducing the vulnerability to blast damage

when part of the system is breached are continuing. These methods include

VW. 77,
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segmentation of the grid using air locks, installation of blast doors at

frequent intervals, or installation of-blast attenuation devices throughout

the system (see Chapter 10).

The Detroit study provides a conceptual design and cost estimate of

a complete network of tunnels with all necessary life support services to

shelter the population within the selected test area--a 25-square-mile

section of Detroit lying on either side of Grand River Avenue in the

northwestern section of the city. The location and the layout of the

grid are shown in Fig. 12.2. The identified streets are on one-mile

centers. Thus, no point in the test area is more than 1/2 mile or about

10 rinutes walk from the tunnel. Entrances are located approximately

every 1000 ft depending on the maximum local population density. The

exact locations would be dependent upon certain presently unresolved

factors, i.e., warning system effectiveness, initial reaction of resi-

dents, and stress-induced inefficiencies. Studies of these factors are

continuing.

The conceptual design provides for bunks on the wall to increase

the capacity and livability of the tubes. Although the bunks limit the

width of the passageway, they still allow rapid foot movement throughout

the system (Fig. 12.3).

The design includes use of an airlock system for the entryways.

The airlock concept provides continuous (actually batch-continuous)

access to the shelter and continuous protection against blast waves for

those who have already entered the shelter. Although Fig. 12.1 shows a

two-cell airlock, a three-cell airlock is often desirable to assure ade-,

quate entry provisions for completely continuous loading.

The insert in Fig. 12.2 also shows other modular appendages off the

main tunnel. Two examples of important life support systems are shown

in Fig. 12.5. These equipment modules provide the ventilation, refriger-

ation, and power generation units as well as fuol and water tanks. The

entire shelter system is provided with air conditioning and a self-contained

power supply. Other modules provide stpplies, rest rooms, and medical

facilities.

The grii system was located under the streets in order to preclude

the necessity for and the cost of private land acquisition. The depth

ý'A +••" _
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Fig. 12-3. Section of Ttmnel-Gr1.d Shelter.
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of barial, uhich varied from five ft on the north-south tunnels to 30 ft

*4 tje 04st-ieest tunnels, was based on the location of existing utilities

under tbe Detroit streets.
Soe constructics cost of the system was estimated to be between

"$400 and $500 pe person in 1965 dollars,, dependaingq on tetunneling meto2

12..3 DML-WIB SISTDS

luropean countries have developed many dual-purpose systems for civil

defense shelters. Oweden, Oer=Mty and Switzerland in particular have

pioneered in this area. Civil defense shelter capability has been incor-

porated in the design and construction of public garages,, transportation

syste, and public buildlings at a fraction of the cost of shelters d~e-

signed onl.y for defense.
About three yeaws ago,, Gvwrge Roffman of the RAND) Corporation pre-

sented the plot shown in Fig. 12.6 and suggested that the time was approaching
in many areas, of the country 'when. urban tunnels and surface highways would
cost appiroImately the same. Tunneling costs are being reduced by increased

mechanisat ion, while surface highway costs are soaring due to lan ac-

quiuition cosrts, including the loss of revenue accompanying conversion of
tax-paying property to highway right-of-way.

An opposite conclusion regarding tunneling cost trends Cams from an

MMT stsu; asi part of the High Speed Ground Transport Project. In his

report., Hirschteld points out that variations in geoloa can play such
an importaft cost-_determinin ro)Le that time trends may be completely

swamped. ies presents data for additional tunnels through the so= for-

mations, *ibich show an increase in tunneling coats with time from l93"k
to 1964. 2we data are presented on the foll~owing PeP.

Hirschfted agree with Hoffman that the greatest potential for

tunnel cost reduction. lies in the use of tunneling machines or moles in

hard rock or under adverse geological conditions.. He outlines a develop-

-sent program In tunneling machine technolog and stresses the Importanc

of stsaidardizst ion of tunneIlGsIes to that the high capital Cost Of WaChines

can be written off over morv then one project. His report cites, an atmos-

phere of Optimism that machine tunneling will baecm more attractive in the

near wre.
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ORNL DWG 65-652
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The optimism is borne out by an article in the Engineering News-Record

which describes the last four contracts awarded by the Metropolitan Sanitary

District of Greater Chicago for sewer tunnels in the 8-to-22-ft-diam size

range. The contractors all use mechanical tunneling machines and were "far

and away the lowest bidders."

Cost per
Completion Date Lane-Mile

($million)

I. Lincoln Tunnel, N. Y.

First Tube 1937 16.3
Second Tube 1940 12.7
Third Tube 1957 32.8

II. Sumner and Callahan Tunnels, Boston

Sumner 1934 12.2
Callahan 1960 14.0

III. Broadway Tunnel, Oakland

First and Second Bores 1953 4.2
Third Bore 1964 8.0

1213.1 Manhattan Parking Garage 5

Hoffman's suggestion stimulated an investigation of a dual-use high-

way and parking garage deep under the streets of midtown Manhattan, shown

in Figs. 12.7 and 12.8.

The economic incentive for such a project arises from a number of

closely related problems. The midtown area of the island of Manhattan

has the greatest daytime population density in the world. During the

daytime, Manhattan Island has approximately 1.7 million persons and a

peak density greater than 400,000 persons per square mile (compered with

a residential population density of 10,000 for Detroit and 6000 for Los

Angeles). The dally influx presents many transportation problems, par-

ticularly since all of the incoming Lraffic must cross one of the rivers.

Further, there is a serious shortage of parking spaces available within

the city for the daytime storage of passenger vehicles which New Yorkers

now use in addition to the public transportation services (subway, bus,
aind commuter train). New York City planners have long recognized a need

('or Pin Improved grade separated-link between the Lincoln and Queens
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Midtown Tunnels. A six-lane tunnel linking the two under-river tunnels

was used as the basic element in the study. The proposed garag~ provides
50,000 parking spaces lying under crosstown streets between 63~rd and 1,3th

Streets,, connected to the crosstown tunnel by access tunnels undcer the

nine north-south avenues.* The !tudy yielded treansportation-related

costs separately and incremental costs of sheltering C.6 mnili~on, 1.2,

million,. and 1.8 million per ons in paces capable of vithst-,Arding an

overpressure up to 100 psi.

* ~The cost estimate indicates that the basic transportat ion systema

would cost about 1/2 billion dollars (19965 construction costs). Inicre-

* ~mental shelter costs range between $300 and $WiO per person. Theae figures

are encouraging since they show that the same quality spr::.e as was pro-

vided i*n Detroit can be provided in midtown Manhattan al% about $100 less

per person through dual-use design With cost sharing.

One of the most importanit cost items involved was the escalator and

airlock entrances shown in Fig. 12.9. Enough additional staLirway11. L

A e~ntrances were added to the basic transportation requieements to provide
a 15-minute filling time for the shelter.,

'2~?Warhington, D). C., Subway

Ai'tar ten year% of study aral development by varlous government agencies,
the Was ingtont ASpLUd Tra.~st Systeci. was approved by Congress in August 1965.-

The enn'blt Ue!l~ti-n P~rovider icr n1 25,-milAe system shown in rig, 12.10.

Hialf 1;f thrc syst.e% L(nearly 1,2 milez) is undei-ound,, including KC subway
statimns. The YrAn N4ez~ Botion at thýý end of the Connectieut Avenue line

is shown 4n Fir- 121.11. ph resent in call for pcdestrian tnnels

connecting the station with the putrilnp, nrea across the stroet. Zmi nlar[
tunnoils will prob-ibly bC Prov ided b-etween subway stations and adjacent or
nearby gS.rernment 4nd ptiblic buildings along most of the trace of the

A *tady has been initiated to explore the feasibility and costs f

usin~g the subway as a I-pirpose shelter, providting various levels of'L
protection in the tubes and in the statior&b. Ts tdwilseek~ to

determine ifiereasental costir for a complete shelter system as well as those
minimum invesu~ients at the time of construction mbidh would facilitate con-

ver -ion of the subway to a d'ial-uze system at some future date.I
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12.3.3 Dallas Central Business District Study

The city of Dallas, Texas, has a problem in its Central Business

District (CBD) which is by no means unique. The CED has many main

streets but it has no alleys or service ways from which trucks can unload

their merchandise to the commercial buildings. For this reason, the

main arteries are sometimes clogged with large trucks which are in the

process of unloading. To determine the possibility of alleviating this
6

undesirable condition, a conceptual study has been completed for Dallas

which investigates the feasibility of having truck unloading tunnels

below the CBD (see Figs. 12 and 13).

A study has been initiated at ORNL to investigate the possibility of

a civil defense protectiorn plan for the CBD interconnecting underground

passageways using (a) the proposed network of truck tunnels; (b) a proposed

and existing network of pedestrian underpasses interconnecting building

basements; and (c) a possible rearrangement of building basements.

This study will determine and compare the costs of this system for

fallout protection and also for blast protection levels between 30 psi

and 100 psi.
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